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01
Congress Book to the 3rd NATO Mountain Warfare Congress

01
Summary

This book presents the contributions of the 3rd

NATO Mountain Warfare Congress “Joint Person‐
nel Recovery in Mountainous Terrain”, which was
organized by the NATO Mountain Warfare Centre
of Excellence, Slovenia, 5–8 October 2021. The
congress was the third of its kind after those of
2018 and 2019, and the publication of the con‐
gress contributions in the “Science and Practice”
series is a good and very effective and informative
tradition for the Mountain Warfare Community of
Interest to provide and share an expert knowledge
and recognized body of knowledge in science
within the domain Mountain Warfare or Mountain
Warfare related topics (cp. MCM‐236‐03).

Once again, the NATO Mountain Warfare Centre of
Excellence as a hub with the Frontrunners and
Masterminds from the Doctrine and Standardiza‐

tion Branch, was the organizer and host of the congress and also responsible for the pub‐
lication of the congress proceedings. The lecturers were experienced scholars and
practitioners with many years of experience in the subject of Personnel Recovery in
Mountain Warfare or Mountain Warfare related contexts. The contributions, which are
summarized in this book with the five main focuses:

‐ Personnel Recovery (PR) from high‐altitude and extreme conditions, 
‐ Personnel Recovery with improvised methods in high altitude mountainous terrain, 
‐ The military aspects of Personnel Recovery in both wartime and peace contexts, 
‐ Rescue from caves, and
‐ The fundamentals of Personnel Recovery in mountainous terrain.

They represent the current state of research, the current body of knowledge in this field
and, the state of the art of real life experience. Overall, the volume includes the main lec‐
tures of the congress together with further contributions on various topics related to
Joint Personnel Recovery. All the contributions have been peer‐reviewed and edited prior
to publication. With the publication of the conference contributions, the book aims to en‐
courage the Mountain Warfare Community of Interest to implement the essential mes‐

Author:
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sages and findings for their area of responsibility, to provide important impulses to make
the area of Personnel Recovery a relevant leadership topic, and to be courageous in the
difficult mountain warfare context in order to think differently or in a new way. 

Personnel Recovery is truly a whole‐of‐nations responsibility, and often the dangerous
part must be carried out by the military. The need for interoperability – both internation‐
ally and between national components – in Joint Personnel Recovery (JPR) capabilities
is paramount and should be factored into all forces development decisions.

According to the basic function of the NATO Centres of Excellence stressed in MCM‐236‐
03, the NATO MW COE has provided the community of interest, within the format of a
congress, with recognized deeper knowledge and real life expertise in the field of (Joint)
Personnel Recovery and Rescue in mountainous terrain. The experts and practitioners
shared knowledge and experience from different points of view and at a depth that is not
normally reached during military training and education. The lectures highlighted both
military and civilian points of view, thus enabling the participants to reach their own con‐
clusions on their responsibility in real military life as a decision‐maker.

During a field trip, rescue systems in difficult terrain were demonstrated in a tangible
way in order to make a small segment of Personnel Recovery in mountainous terrain tan‐
gible from the hands‐on side. In addition, useful industrial developments were presented
as a static and a dynamic display. 

The Congress as a platform offers the opportunity to combine knowledge and experience,
offered by an ensemble of recognized scientists and practitioners, thus enhancing the
participants’ individual range and level of competencies in their own field of responsi‐
bility in this high‐interest area.

“Preserving the life and well-being of our service members and civilians who are
placed in harm’s way while defending our nation’s interests is, and must remain, one of
our highest priorities.”

Perry, SECDEF Memo 26 Jan 96
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Summary

The Joint Air Power Competence Centre (JAPCC)
is a NATO‐accredited, multinational centre of ex‐
cellence (COE) based in Kalkar on the Lower
Rhine. The focus of the JAPCC’s work is on the fur‐
ther development of strategic/operational man‐
agement and deployment principles. The lecture
gives a broad overview to the topic and some ba‐
sics to understand the challenges, and procedures.
With this keynote the general frame for the sub‐
stance of the topic was set.

Joint Personnel Recovery

One of the most vital responsibilities of an opera‐
tional Joint Force Commander (JFC) is the protec‐
tion of his most valuable asset: the people in the
Joint Force. As stated in the Multinational Capabil‐
ity Development Campaign (MCDC) 2017–18 proj‐
ect, ‘In order to be most productive and effective,
people who are sent into harm’s way must have
confidence that if something bad occurs, their unit,

organization or government will do the utmost to find and bring them safely home’.
Hence, Personnel Recovery (PR) could be considered one of the most consequential as‐
pects of military operations and now faces numerous emerging complex challenges. 

The ‘history’ of PR dates back into the early part of the last century. Particularly during
the Second World War, the nations required a rapid and efficient way to recover personnel
(essentially pilots and special forces) dispersed behind enemy lines due to downed air‐
planes or failed missions into enemy territory. After the Second World War, PR had an
impact on political decisions and strategic leadership.

The 2011 Joint Air Power Competence Centre (JAPCC) White Paper ‘Personnel Recovery,
that Others May Live to Return with Honour – a Primer’  provided an overview of the his‐
tory and conceptual developments of PR. Over the last few decades, high‐profile events
involving isolated personnel and hostages has significantly impacted opinions of the gen‐
eral public. Some of these situations caused political embarrassment and resulted in the

General approach towards (joint) 
personnel recovery02

Speaker and author:
Tommaso Barone (ITA)
- JPR Littoral and special Operations

Subject Matter Expert at JAPPC
- Navy Officer (LTC) , - Naval Aviator
- Instructor pilot
- Operational Director of Italian

Antartica Expedition, 2015
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alteration or cessation of military operations due to sensitivities tied to public percep‐
tions. In Somalia (1993), Mike Durant’s captivity and recovery is an example of how PR
may go wrong on both the political and military sides.

At the same time, we should think about the effects that the successful recovery done on
March 27, 1999.  U.S. Air Force pilot Darryl ‘Dale’ Zelko was shot down while on a strike
mission against a Serbian airport. The U.S. pilot survived the ejection and managed to
land safely in the countryside and was recover few hours later by helicopter.

Another example is the 2003 successful rescue of Jessica Dawn Lynch in Iraq which re‐
ceived considerable media coverage.

An isolated personnel event and the potential for a failed recovery undoubtedly can neg‐
atively impact operational security, morale of assigned forces and families, and erode
general public support with consequences across the strategic, political, and social levels.
Because of the wide‐spread availability and use of social media, news travels around the
globe much faster now than in the pre‐internet era. People receive more detailed infor‐
mation faster (sometimes even live feeds), placing both the isolated person and the forces
attempting the recovery at possible greater risk.

Over time, the combination of lessons identified and learned coupled with the evolution
and development of new technology, the unsophisticated PR system has been trans‐
formed into a structured and organized system governed by its dedicated literature, from
policy to doctrine to Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs). According to NATO Allied
Joint Publication 3.7, PR is ‘The sum of military, diplomatic, and civil efforts to effect the
recovery and reintegration of isolated personnel (ISOP)’. ISOP are defined then as `Mili‐
tary or civilian personnel who are separated from their unit or organization, resulting in
a loss of positive and/or procedural control, that may require them to survive, evade, re‐
sist exploitation, and either have to make their way back to friendly control or require
assistance to do so’.

PR is a complex system comprised of 4 phases: Preparation, Planning, Execution, and
Adaptation. The PR system is iterative and the individual phases are interdependent; a
change occurring in one portion can affect the other three. The system prepares three el‐
ements: Commanders and Staff, Recovery Forces, and Isolated Personnel, through doc‐
trine and policy development, education and training, and equipping to plan and execute
PR. In broad terms, Commanders and Staff are prepared to plan, coordinate, control, mon‐
itor and synchronize PR activities; Recovery Forces are prepared and cognizant of their
inherent capabilities to perform the assigned PR mission; Isolated Personnel are aware
of their responsibilities and are capable of adapting to the situation to assist in recovery.     
As the definition suggests, PR is a Joint function. A Commander experiencing an isolation
event with personnel is responsible to conduct the recovery mission without external
support. Nevertheless, joint functions need to be considered by the JFC in determining
the capabilities required for the Commander.

NATO MOUNTAIN WARFARE CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
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Contrary to what one might expect and according to numerous observations generated
by the Joint Personnel Recovery (JPR) community, JPR operations are not given enough
consideration during the initial phases of operational planning. However, should person‐
nel become isolated during contingency or other operations, overcoming the lack of plan‐
ning considerations quickly becomes an imperative for the Commander. As previously
stated, it is important to reinforce this concept, a person or a team that becomes isolated
initially presents itself as a tactical problem. Nevertheless, as history has demonstrated,
their isolation can quickly develop into a scenario that might have strategic effects on a
nation’s and/or coalition’s operational capability and more importantly, on its resolve to
continue with the operation.

As JPR activities occur across the full spectrum of an operational environment, a well‐in‐
formed understanding of the most current JPR ‘big picture’, including elements likely to
arise in the immediate future, is an indispensable condition for future success.1 As PR
continues to be a tactical mission with operational, strategic, political, and social impli‐
cations, it poses an additional challenge to the military. In addition to integrating and
synchronizing advanced systems with the employment of a new generation of conven‐
tional and non‐conventional capabilities, successful PR requires the involvement of ex‐
ternal governmental and non‐governmental agencies in supporting/supported
relationships. Simultaneously, its success or failure can be observed in real time by the
present opposing forces or non‐combatants, and broadcast on a myriad of media and so‐
cial networks.

In light of these emerging challenges, there are questions that NATO needs to explore.
What are the challenges Joint PR will be facing in this future operating environment? How
should the global JPR community react to these challenges? What changes to policy, doc‐
trine, and TTPs are required? And lastly, what new education and training standards are
necessary to adapt to this new environment? 

The Multinational Capability Development Campaign MCDC developed a document enti‐
tled ‘Joint Personnel Recovery 2040: A Global Perspective’. The goal of the project was to
examine the challenges that JPR would likely confront in a future operating environment
and to uncover potential gaps in policy, doctrine, education, training, exercises and eval‐
uations, and equipment. The report includes a series of 13 strategic observations on the
challenges that will likely confront the global JPR community. One of them, Strategic Ob‐
servation 7, identifies new approaches to be considered when operating within and
across particularly challenging physical environments.

This strategic observation was the inspiration and the starting point for a JAPCC activity
focused on identifying the challenges of conducting a PR event in a future environment.
Various studies of the anticipated future operating environment published in the last few

1 MCDC ‘Joint Personnel Recovery’ – a guidebook for improving Multi-National capability (Dec 2018)
JAPCC White Paper ‘Personnel Recovery, that others may live to return with honour – a primer’ (2011)
JAPCC Journal 29 – Joint Personnel Recovery 2040 ‘A Study in Search of a Global Perspective’

Congress Book to the 3rd NATO Mountain Warfare Congress
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years highlight that high‐density urban environments have fundamentally altered the
way in which JPR needs to be considered. Therefore, a study on JPR in an urban environ‐
ment was initiated in November 2021. This is a medium‐term project with the goal of
identifying promising concepts, capabilities, and requirements for the conduct of JPR
missions in an urban environment. Key outputs are to include the identification of gaps
in doctrine, TTPs, and Education, Training, Exercise & Evaluation (ETEE). The project will
include case studies, environment analysis and challenges to traditional PR Task Forces,
emerging technologies, JPR in Multi‐Domain Operations (MDO)/Joint All‐Domain Oper‐
ations (JADO), and finally, education and training.

The protection of the force is a basic military principle upon which the JPR concept is
founded. A JPR capability in NATO will always be a pre‐requisite in operations, as isolation
events may lead to loss of strategic and operational momentum with negative implica‐
tions at the political level. At the same time, the complexity of future environments will
be a major factor in future NATO operations. Personnel Recovery, inherently a reactive
and complex mission, requires a sufficiently robust and resilient system able to overcome
all existing and emerging challenges, while maintaining reliance on its four pillars: Prepa‐
ration, Planning, Execution and Adaptation.

References

- AJP-3.7 Allied Joint Doctrine for Recovery of Personnel in a hostile environment
- Military Committee Policy for Joint Personnel Recovery in a hostile environment 
- US JOINT PUB 3-50
- MCDC Project `JPR 2040 – A Global Perspective
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Summary

The lecture gives a rough doctrinal NATO overview
of the topic Joint Personnel Recovery and provides
an excerpt of some need‐to‐know substance
within valid NATO publications. On the basis of
some real life recovery operations and examples
along the long term timeline it is shown that Per‐
sonnel Recovery happens in reality. Out of these
cases some derivations are drawn by a lessons
learned approach. Thus, learning from own and
others’ experience, improves the quality of deci‐
sions and, in turn, the outcomes.

Introduction

During war, missions, out‐of‐area missions, travel
or exploration, individuals may become isolated
from their group, or the group itself may be lost or
fall victim to some disaster, with no possibility of
making it to safety. Breaking this down to the mil‐

itary situation, isolated personnel are those who are separated from their unit, as an in‐
dividual or group, while participating in a military activity, perhaps through being
captured, or by being missing and isolated for other reasons, and with no chance of solv‐
ing the problem by alone. 

In adverse mountainous terrain, this isolation could additionally result from being cap‐
tured by opponents, as well occurring through natural events, because in mountainous
terrain there are always areas and situations at risk, i.e. accidental risks.

In such cases, every effort must be made to recover back to safety personnel for whom one
is responsible. There is a pressure and obligation upon responsible leaders, from military
up to political leaders, to minimize the loss of life and to make every effort to recover cap‐
tured/isolated/missing personnel, i.e., there is an obligation for Personnel Recovery (PR).

Personnel Recovery is an umbrella term for operations focused on the task of recovering
captured, missing, or isolated personnel from danger. It includes diplomatic, civilian and
military components. 

Joint personnel recovery in 
mountainous terrain – 
learning from others 03

Speaker and author:
Reinhold Ramesberger
- Branch Head DSB NATO MW COE
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The latest history on fighting in the Balkans in the 1990s and the recently involvement in
Afghanistan have highlighted the need for Joint Personnel Recovery Capabilities, as well as
the Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape (SERE) training and education. While up to
that the most nations relied on the United States military for all Combat and Search (CSAR)
efforts on missions, it has become obvious that Personnel Recovery is a crucial topic in
homeland operations as well as in international operations. It is an activity that must be
conducted during peace time, crisis and war. It is mostly an issue or task for Special Forces.
When taking the Mountain Warfare demands seriously, the theme must also be of great in‐
terest to Commanders operating in mountainous terrain with its special features. 

The Spectrum of Personnel Recovery reaches from isolated personnel (who are the rea‐
son for PR) to the national (political) leaders, and military Commanders are in between.
Military Commanders and national leaders bear a moral responsibility to the society for
doing the utmost to recover those who serve on behalf of others.

Personnel recovery stems from a commitment to “leave no one behind” and is the sum
of military, diplomatic and civil efforts to prepare for and execute the recovery and rein‐
tegration of isolated personnel. Put simply, personnel Recovery is not a mission expected
to be given on a frequent basis, but when it is given, it is a “no‐fail‐mission”.

Every nation that engages in missions has a moral responsibility and commitment to leave
no‐one behind. There is a duty and obligation, to deal with this topic at the national level, but
as the missions are international there should also be some kind of interoperability, and at
least a basic common understanding in the structure, in TTF´s and standards on this topics.

NATO´s doctrinal state of the art 

The Term (Joint) Personnel Recovery was not used in NATO before 2004; up to then SAR
and CSAR was usual for such events.

Currently (2021) a variety of STANAGs and Standards exist, which are in detail:

‐ AJP‐3.7 “Recovery of personnel in a hostile environment”;
‐ AD 080‐101 “Personnel Recovery in NATO operations”;
‐ AM 080‐071 “PR in NATO Operations”;
‐ APRP 3.3.7.7. Personnel Recovery Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs); 
‐ STANAG 7196 – APRP‐3.3.7.5 (A)(1) – NATO SERE Training Standard;
‐ STANAG 7225 Ed.1 – Standardization of Reintegration – APRP‐3.3.7.2;
‐ ATP 10, Search and Rescue 

NATO MOUNTAIN WARFARE CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

“Personnel Recovery is the sum of military, diplomatic, and civil efforts to prepare for
and execute the recovery and reintegration of isolated personnel” (AJP-3.3.9(SD-8).
NATO Joint Doctrine for Personnel Recovery. MCASB, 2007).
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The main messages within these STANAGs are as follows:

‐ NATO has the responsibility to establish an architecture capable of recovering the per‐
sonnel who have become isolated while participating in NATO operations (APRP‐
3.3.7.7., 2019, Preface).

‐ PR is a joint responsibility which embraces a wide range of situations requiring dif‐
ferent levels of responses. 

‐ Nations are responsible for the recovery of personnel in their territory in accordance
with international agreements. Search and Rescue (SAR) is a national responsibility
and is out of scope of this document. NATO will provide recovery capability for its
forces. 

‐ PR is subject to high visibility and cost/benefit considerations. The risk analysis is
conducted in the same manner as other military operations, taking into consideration
the fact that typical PR missions are executed at the tactical level, but may have oper‐
ational or even strategic impacts.

Recovery missions aim to: 

‐ Recover all isolated and/or injured personnel;
‐ Minimize risk to isolated and/or injured personnel;
‐ Minimize risk to recovery forces;
‐ Seek to prevent escalation of the overall military situation;
‐ Be separate from the wider campaign end state to prevent mission creep.

Research within NATO has shown that not all nations are equipped with specialized Per‐
sonnel Recovery resources and thus some must rely on the Allies.

Joint Personnel Recovery (JPR) is the aggregation of military, civil and political efforts to
obtain the release or recovery of personnel from uncertain or hostile environments and
denied areas whether they are captured, missing or isolated.  

JPR includes:

‐ SAR (Search and Rescue);
‐ DSAR (Deployed Search and Rescue); 
‐ CR (Combat Recovery);
‐ CSAR (Combat Search and Rescue = the detection, loca¬tion, identification and rescue

of own personnel in hostile territory in time of crisis and war and, when appropriate,
isolated military personnel in distress, who are trained and equipped to receive com‐
bat search and rescue support.); 

‐ Unconventional Assisted Recovery (i.e., hostage rescue); 
‐ Special Forces Operations such as Unconventional Assisted Recovery (i.e. hostage res‐

cue) and associated Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and Extraction (SERE) training; 
‐ Care After Recovery (CAR).

Congress Book to the 3rd NATO Mountain Warfare Congress
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There is a wide range of different types of operations with a large number of parameters,
the principal ones of them being location and threat. 

In any Personnel Recovery Operation the environment is a major factor to consider.  With
increasing threat the environment also gains more and increasing importance.

General overview of joint personnel recovery 

Personnel Recovery must be seen as part of a broader picture where the factors of Policy
& Doctrine, Equipment and Education and Training correlate to solve a real‐life situation 

NATO MOUNTAIN WARFARE CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

Fig 1 – Spectrum of JPR

Fig 2 — Location of Personnel Recovery in the operational field
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which demands a PR operation. In case of injured persons CASEVAC or/and MEDEVAC
maybe part of a Personnel Recovery operation. 

The Four Methods of Personnel Recovery

The four phases of Personnel Recovery

A Personnel Recovery operation consists of 4 Phases, as shown in Fig 4. 

Congress Book to the 3rd NATO Mountain Warfare Congress

Fig 3 — Methods of Personnel Recovery

Fig 4 — Phases of Personnel Recovery (holistic overview)
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1. Preparation, includes the formally identification of personnel who are suitable tor con‐
duct a personnel recovery mission. The ability to take action in this direction is de‐
termined by the Triade of the Planning Element C2/C3 (Commanders and staffs), the
forces available and the isolated personnel. This also includes the preparation of eva‐
sion plan(s) and the identification of NATO personnel as being at risk of becoming
isolated, and therefore the training of them (SERE Training).

2. Planning: Personnel Recovery must be considered from the very beginning of the oper‐
ational planning process, i.e. within the operational planning process a Personnel Re‐
covery Annex of the Op Plan should be created. This should consist of:
a) The situation as relevant to PR (e.g. adversary forces, environment, threat, etc.). 
b) JFC’s PR mission. 
c) PR operational design. 
d) Execution tasks (e.g. dedicated/designed PR forces, specific rules of engagement, etc.). 
e) Service support (e.g. management of ISOPREPs, EPAs, evasion aids, etc.). 
f) Command and signal (e.g. general PR organization, launch/execute authority, etc.). 

3. Execution: this phase consists of the five essential (core) tasks in PR: 

4. Adaption: The Personnel Recovery system needs to continually improve and learn from
its successes and mistakes through notification –> lessons identified –> lessons
learned –> adaption of plans, education and training, equipment etc.

The 5 core tasks inside the execution are more closely defined as follows:

REPORT: Report is the awareness and notification which initiates the Personnel Recovery
Operation process. Timely notification is essential for successful recovery. When the initial
report is received, the incident is validated; then a PR incident must be declared. According
to the (national) rules, incidents must be reported through the Chain of Command. Apart
from that in the digitalized world reports may also arrive via a number of different channels. 

LOCATE: The methods of locate include: theatre electronic surveillance, reconnaissance,
command and control aircraft, global satellites, wingman reports, and visual search by

NATO MOUNTAIN WARFARE CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

REPORT LOCATE SUPPORT RECOVER REINTEGRATE

Fig 5 — Phases of Personnel Recovery
and phases of execution
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PRO forces. Even if the coordinates are known, the PRO forces must verify the information
(location verification). Authentication of the Isolated Personnel (IP) can be made by elec‐
tronic search, visual search, and/or objective area search.

SUPPORT: Support is the planned effort to ensure the physical and psychological sustain‐
ment of the isolated personnel. It aims to establish two‐way communications, provide
morale‐building support, resupply, or escort to a cache. Sustainment and physical and
psychological assistance to the families. 

RECOVER: This reflects activities by commanders, staff, the recovery force, and the Isolated
Personnel (IP) themselves to physically recover the IP. This includes planning and execution
phases. Coordinated actions aims to bring the IP under the physical custody of a friendly or‐
ganization.

REINTEGRATE: This phase starts when the recovery forces have physical control of the pre‐
viously isolated personnel and bring them to a designated team member of the organi‐
zation in the theatre reintegration process. The physical and psychological welfare of the
recovered isolated personnel must be of the first importance. PR operations include post‐
operations knowledge management and debriefing.

Crisis, emergency & personnel recovery

Personnel Recovery operations in most cases arise out of crisis and emergency. The speci‐
fication of crisis is, that nobody knows the timing, the location, etc., and everything that we
have in place, beginning with education and training and ending with available resources,
is not enough. In times of crisis, people in leadership roles are particularly challenged. They
must make difficult decisions under high pressure and must accept that they will cause
contradiction. In a crisis there is no escape from responsibility. Crises and emergencies
have the characteristic of uncovering everything – both strengths and weaknesses. 

Congress Book to the 3rd NATO Mountain Warfare Congress

The need for Personnel Recovery arises out of emergency and/or crisis.  
Emergencies in this context are categorized in three types.

Fig 6 — Types of emergencies
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Routine emergencies:

Routine, in this context, does not mean easy. It means that there is an incident of a “general
nature” with some predictability to the situation, which permits advanced preparation. So,
prior experience in the sense of lessons learned can be used for risk analysis. These aspects
should be considered:

‐ What must be planned?
‐ What is needed (resources/equipment, knowledge, qualifications, competences)?
‐ What training and exercise(s) must be done?
‐ Where are the necessary assets, tools, teams, etc.?

Crisis emergencies:

A crisis emergency is distinguished by significant new elements, such as:

‐ Threats never encountered before (an example of this would be 9/11).
‐ A familiar event occurring at unprecedented speed (an example could be a hurricane

which moves faster than calculated, or an enormous avalanche danger due to extraor‐
dinary amount of snowfall in a short time, or the size of an avalanche).

‐ A confluence of forces which in combination pose unique challenges and become over‐
whelming.

Because of these new elements, plans and behaviors that may work in “routine” situations
are inadequate or even counterproductive.

–> A crisis emergency requires different capabilities/competencies, and in any case it is
vital to:
1) Diagnose the new elements (what has changed, what is really threatening now).
2) Improvise/create response measures (competencies) adequate to cope with the

unanticipated aspects (the new elements) <– born of necessity.

The response must be creative and adaptable in order to execute solutions. In reality mil‐
itary and civilian organizations are very comfortable with their plans, their training, etc.,
but none of them prepare for a real worst‐case scenario. They prepare for routine emer‐
gencies. There is a lack of money, time, or the energy to prepare for a crisis emergency. 

Emergent crises:

These pose special challenges, because at first glance they look like “routine (emergen‐
cies)” but later they reveal unusual characteristics. (One example is the current Covid cri‐
sis, which was thought of at first as a type of flu in China – but at the end it became a
global pandemic) –> Leaders may be slow to see the new features that require a different
response. They become “wedded” to their original solution, and do not see what actually
changes and what is required. 
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Levels of acting: 

For the successful management of crises and emergency situations, it is necessary to set
up an appropriate management and organizational structure with regard to the situation.
The basis is formed by soldiers/teams who conduct the “hands on” tasks.

The 1st echelon, typically the group/squad‐leader or team‐leader level, has to make tech‐
nical and tactical decisions. Smaller tasks are handled independently and the report is
sent to the next higher leadership level.

The 2nd echelon, for example, the platoon up to company leader, primarily has to make
tactical decisions.

Various arrangements and coordination have to be made at the 3rd echelon‐level which
contains in broad terms organizational management.

The 4th echelon contains essentially more abstract activities on the political‐administra‐
tive level.

Real life cases of JPR and lessons learned for current 
and future events

Some real life cases of personnel recovery along a timeline are highlighted in the follow‐
ing, in order to learn from the past for the future and to emphasize that personnel recov‐
ery is a real life theme at different levels and dimensions.

Historical real life case: antartica race 1911 
“PR in extreme conditions and mountainous terrain” 

An historical example which deals with PR is the search for Captain Robert Falcon Scott
in conjunction to the Antarctica Race between Great Britain and Norway in the early
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1900s. Amundsen (Norway) and Scott̕̕’s (Great Britain) expeditions both reached Antarc‐
tica in 1911. Amundsen was the first to reach the South Pole (on 14 December 1911),
while Scott and his team got there 33 days later.  Amundsen returned successfully, while
Scott’s British team was trapped in a severe blizzard on the return journey and perished
from exhaustion, illness and starvation and died of hunger and exhaustion. They were
found 99 days later by a search party (recovery forces) only 18 km away from their base
depot (one ton depot). The search party discovered their remains, journals and scientific
material. Scott’s unfinished journey took five months.

This historical case captures the significance of leadership, decision making and person‐
nel (“non”) recovery in extreme situations. It demonstrates how seemingly minor choices
can produce significant unforeseen outcomes, and how early and later decisions together
produce a tipping point toward disaster.

‐ Long journey across a remote and harsh environment.
‐ Unknown territory.
‐ Mishap and misfortune can spell disaster.

Poor, ill‐conceived decisions, in contrast to well thought‐out decisions, usually (but not
always) spell the difference between survival and disaster (Man, 2006).

Occasionally naive, decision rules leaders sometimes use, even when dealing with serious,
consequential issues. Examples of overly simple decision rules include ‘follow tradition’,
‘do what we did last time’ and ‘do what’s good enough’.

A key element of leadership and decision‐making in extreme situations is the care taken
with decisions at three levels:

1) The major strategic decisions (setting fundamental objectives). 
2) The operational decisions (routines for efficient use of time, resources and equipment).
3) The enabling tactical decisions (ways to achieve the objectives).

Many researchers and writers examined the disaster of Scotts’ failure. One opinion camp
sees the reasons primarily to extraordinarily severe weather conditions and misfortune
(Fiennes, 2003; Preston, 1999; Solomon, 2001). Another opinion camp argues the disas‐
ter was to a great extent due to Scott’s leadership failings (Huntford, 1979). They argue
that Scott was overconfident and underestimated the challenges of the difficult journey
and the nature (environment), while in contrast Amundsen was very strategic and highly
prepared.

Lessons Learned through some decisive differences of the Amundsen and Scott team:

1) Goal Setting:
Amundsen’s objective was to conquer the South Pole –> focused on speed and efficiency.
Scott’s objectives were to conquer the pole and conduct scientific work –> two goals
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which conflicted (time and energy consuming) -> the team had to carry instruments, had
to stop to collect samples, and make meteorological observations and collection of fos‐
sil‐bearing minerals = additional load of 30 pounds from depot to depot, slowing down
the progress for the sake of geologizing.

Lessons Learned:
In extreme situations, conflicting goals must be avoided and extreme situations require a suitable setting
of priority. Load reduction is crucial in extreme situations which require speed. 

2) Logistics:
Both teams established a system of supply depots placed at regular intervals as far as
possible along the route. For this Scott planned to use high tech (motor sledges and Siber‐
ian ponies) and Amundsen used low tech “dogs”. 

Amundsen put great effort into the depots, and marked the route between them like a
Norwegian ski course, thus easy to find.

Scott laid down fewer depots than Amundsen, and they were less adequately marked and
supplied, they were hard to find, too far apart and inadequately stocked.

Lessons Learned:
The motor sledges broke down and the ponies, which were not suited to tough work in extreme condi-
tions, were mostly ill. This led to following consequences/decisions: 

- “Man-hauling” of supply sledges became necessary in Scotts team. According to Sullivan (1962), the
man-hauling decision was a decisive factor in the disaster.

- Due to the pony problem, Scott changed the location of the “One Ton Depot” 30 miles north of the
original planned location  Scotts´ team died 11 miles from the “One Ton Depot” (but about 20 miles
beyond where the depot had been originally planned).

3) Leadership and Decision Making:

Amundsen’s plan was simple: A team of eight men on four sledges pulled by well‐trained
dogs would take the most direct route from base camp to the South Pole. But he set out
much too early in the season and soon encountered dangerously cold temperatures of –
40°C. Several men suffered frostbite and two dogs froze to death. Amundsen recognized
his huge mistake and realized the necessity of recovering. He ordered his team to return
to base as quickly as possible. The men scrambled the 46 miles back to base in total dis‐
array. Amundsen’s decision to return to camp and wait for warmer temperature was piv‐
otal for the outcome of his expedition. A near disaster had been averted, the men had
time to recover from frostbite and further improve their clothing, boots and equipment.
Amundsen used the opportunity to reduce the team from originally planned eight persons
to a cohesive five men team. He excluded Hjalmar Johansen, his fiercest critic. This meant
a loss of valuable experience but a gain in team cohesion, essential for team performance
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in extreme situations. Amundsen stated later: “The wrong companion is infinitely more dan-
gerous than the worst blizzard”. 

Scott’s team included Captain Laurence Oates (Army), an expert put in charge of pony
transportation. With the loss of the ponies, his expertise was no longer needed and, con‐
sequently, led to frequent clashes with Scott. More than that, Scott added Henry Bowers
(Navy), an experienced navigator, to the team and thus they were five persons instead of
original planned four, having an impact on load, food, and speed (Fiennes, 2003). Addi‐
tionally, Bowers had no skies, because he was not planned to be part of this final team.

The Differences between the teams:

Lessons Learned:
- Leaders of challenging projects in extreme situations must ensure they select the very best team

available. Team members must be capable and competent, have relevant experience, be physically
fit and able to work well together.

- Leaders must be alert to the physical and mental fitness of team members.
- The technology and tools chosen for a project must be suited to the conditions.
- In extreme situations leaders must sort out and determine the very highest priorities. Previously

compatible goals can become competing goals in an emergency and a recipe for disaster.
- Imprudent decisions even in apparently small matters can produce disastrous, irreversible out-

comes.
- Personnel Recovery plans are crucial — (in case of Scott they were immature and failure was not an

option).
- Huntford (1979) argues that Scott may have been overconfident and underestimated the nature. 
- Team cohesion is essential for team performance in extreme situations.
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A NATO real life case: Personnel recovery of Scott O’grady in the Bosnia war, 1995 

During the Bosnia War Scott O’Grady was a pilot, who was ejected from his machine
when an anti‐aircraft missile hit his jet in on 2 Jun 1995. 

In the six days and nights that followed, he hid by day and thus escaped the Serbian
fighters. He applied the tactics he had learned in his SERE (Survival, Evasion, Resistance
and Escape) training, a course designed specifically for pilots to survive in the wild after
coming down behind enemy lines. He succeeded in giving radio signals and a radio mes‐
sage to initiate his recovery. He was located, found by Marines and rescued by a helicop‐
ter. During this mission the helicopter was only on the ground for six minutes and on
the flight back it was attacked vigorously by anti‐aircraft fire from the Serbs and even
hit, but it was a successful recovery.

Lessons learned:
- The SERE Training was the basis of this successful Personnel Recovery Operation.
- Learned and trained PRINCIPLES are crucial and prevents from mental blocking situations.
- The trust and faith in Recovery Forces is mentally important, thus to gain the mental effect that be-

lieve and faith dominates fear. The human energy follows the mental thinking!  

A real life case of JPR in 2008: The JPR of Ingrid Betancourt 

Ingrid Betancourt was a politician who was kidnapped by the Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia (FARC) on 23 February 2002 while campaigning for the Colombian
Presidency as a Green candidate. She was rescued by Colombian security forces six and
a half years later on 2 July 2008, together with 14 other hostages (3 US Citizens and 11
Columbian soldiers and policemen). The JPR was a long‐term planned action and it was
successful due to good planning and preparation. 
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Lessons learned:
Upon a successful care following rescue, she went public and acted and still acts as a keynote speaker
dealing with the topic JPR from a point of view based on personal experience and suffering. Her main
message to survive in isolation and captivity is as follows (Betancourt Keynote speech, 2014, Berlin; TED,
2017): 
- Have PRINCIPLES and act according to them.
- Have FAITH.
- Seek for UNITY (with others who are in the same situation).

A real life case of JPR in 2003: The JPR of Jessica Lynch in second gulf war (2003)

Jessica Lynch was a victim of an ambush to the 506th Maintenance Company near Basra
on 23rd March 2003, where 11 soldiers were killed and six captured. One of those cap‐
tured was Private Jessica Lynch, who at the time was listed as Missing in Action, and later,
in April, was successfully rescued by drawing Iraqui irregulars away from the hospital
where she was being treated for her injuries, and launching a raid on it.

A real life case of JPR in 2014: The JPR of westhausen from Riesending cave

In 2014 a speleologist was seriously injured 1000 m down the Riesending Cave in Bavaria,
Germany. One of his colleagues stayed with him while the third went for help, and thus
the the biggest joint recovery operations (so far) in cave rescue was conducted. He was
successfully rescued from the cave after an operation lasting 11 days.
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A real life case of JPR in 2018: The JPR of a youth soccer team from Tham-luang-cave
(Thailand)

In 2018, a youth soccer game team was isolated by flooding from 23rd June to 10th July in
the Tham‐Luang‐cave (Doi‐Nang‐Non‐mountains, Thailand). All were rescued by a Joint
Recovery operation.

Interim summary:

These real life cases underline that Personnel Recovery in military as well as in civilian
life is a serious topic. It is not an everyday mission but when it is given, it is a “no‐fail‐
mission”. The synopsis of the lessons learned from these cases and all the messages dur‐
ing the congress provide useful knowledge and experience concerning this topic. 

Learning from own and others’ experience, improves the quality of decisions and, in turn,
the outcomes.
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Fig 13 — Impressions from JPR out of Tham-Luan-Cave,2018

Decisive Factors in extreme situations and terrain are:

- Cohesion (Unity) and suitability of the team (cohesive, orderly, and aligned team).
- Load Reduction.
- ONE clear goal (purpose) instead of wanting all (MAIN EFFORT).
- Faith (Faith in general and faith in the intent and competence of one’s colleagues and leaders).
- Respect of nature as a decisive factor (adapt team, skills, equipment to nature conditions- na-

ture will not adapt to humans!).
- Logistic is decisive. 
- Recovery plan(s) are crucial.
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Derivations for military in mountainous terrain

As an example for guidance Fig 14 provides a possible chronological sequence of inci‐
dents and actions during a Personnel Recovery operation. 

1) The unit concerned with the incident evaluates its own ability to accomplish the mis‐
sion successfully:

–> If positive –> the mission is conducted at unit level.
–> If negative –> the case is usually transferred to the Rescue Coordination Centre

(RCC). 

2) At the coalition level the case goes to a Joint Rescue Coordination Centre (JRCC) which
should then be formally established.

3) After the verification of the report, the planning in the Personnel Recovery Coordina‐
tion Cell (PRCC) begins. 

4) After evaluating the information on the situation, a decision is made on the deploy‐
ment of the rescue forces. If forces can be used for rescue in the vicinity of the isolated
personnel, or if neither the isolated personnel (ISOP) nor the rescue forces are trained
and/or equipped, this is usually referred to as combat recovery operations.

I f allied forces or individuals are isolated by opponents, armed rescue forces are dis‐
patched, which, for example, fly to a foregone conclusion and rescue the injured
and/or isolated personnel. Under certain circumstances, further jets in the roles of
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close air support (CAS) may support this by suppression of Enemy Air Defences1

(SEAD) or Offensive Counter Air (OCA).

5) The absorption of isolated personnel succeeds by bringing the security forces in place
and gain to evacuate the wounded or isolated. If this is done by helicopter, after the
landing, the most critical phase begins. On the ground, helicopters are an easy target.
The faster the spoiled are recovered, the safer it is for the crew. For protection, two
helicopters may be useful, one circles in the air and secures the other on the ground.
In mountainous terrain it is crucial to have high ground control in order to avoid sur‐
prising threats from surrounding higher terrain. 

The team leader and security soldiers approach the isolated person. This is the most dan‐
gerous moment for the rescuers. A possible trap by enemies can never be completely
ruled out beforehand. For this reason, each soldier fills out an ISOPREP (Isolated Person‐
nel Report) at the beginning of the mission. All necessary information such as size, dis‐
tinctive features, but also religion and blood type are noted in it. This allows the PR team
to identify the soldiers more quickly.

The medics, who should be part of the rescue team exchange the information with the
first life savers on site. They update the information from the “9‐Liner”, the standardized 
emergency call protocol. This can also happen during the pickup in the helicopter.

In an emergency, every move must fit. Crisis situations become reality whether the de‐
tached sniper squad has to face an increased enemy threat or the unconscious jumper of
a parachute special platoon on his paraglider, the downed aircraft crew or the blasted ar‐
moured vehicle far outside the catchment area of a Forward Operating Base (FOB), the
disaster relief in crisis areas after an earthquake or the plane crash abroad. 

There are plenty of conceivable scenarios for the deployment of specially trained and
qualified rescue soldiers and civilians in Personnel Recovery.

The acceptable proficiency that a joint organization or force must perform under speci‐
fied conditions (e.g. in a mountainous environment) should be standardized or at least
designed to be operable in mountainous terrain.

How can we design a Personnel Recovery system that enables Commanders to collaborate
in mountainous terrain is not achieved yet, but the synopsis of knowledge and experience
from recoveries completed at extreme altitude, in difficult terrain and even out of caves
enables responsible commanders to develop a plan for Personnel Recovery tailored to
the mission, at least as an Annex to the tactical Operation Plan. 

1 SEAD = The enemy air defence is suppressed in such a way that the own aircraft in the enemy airspace are not shot
down by its anti-aircraft missiles. This is guaranteed by:
- Electronic Combat Reconnaissance (ECR) 
- High-speed anti-radiation missiles (HARM), which are used directly against the missile positions or radars of the

enemy.  
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The lack of an overarching JPR policy and doctrine, in mountainous terrain, creates an
uncertain environment and leaves room for internal discussion on PR requirements and
who is responsible for what. Several discussions have highlighted the need for a more
specific education in command and staff roles in planning and executing PR in adverse
terrain such as mountains, high altitudes, glaciers, and caves. For execution the decision
making should be at the lowest appropriate level on the spot (mission command). Deci‐
sion‐makers and actors must be able to perform in multinational coalitions, also execut‐
ing PR missions in mountainous terrain, and must have the ability to execute the PR
mission in three scenarios: peacetime, during emergency and crisis, and in wartime.

For all scenarios it is basic to have a common understanding what to do if a PR situation
appears and to have the information, who knows what, who is educated and trained in
what, where is the equipment and the needed assets. Furthermore there must be a clarity
of responsibilities (nations, NATO, GOs, and organizations). As common basis for planning
and preparation the figure below shows at least a rough orientation for common under‐
standing.

NATO MOUNTAIN WARFARE CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

“Having a Personnel Recovery capability will not make you win a war. Not having one cer-
tainly can make you lose one...” (Gen Lance Smith, Former SACT) 

Fig 15 — Overview of JPR Training and preparation
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Summary

The article describes several possible methods of
assessing the preparation of soldiers for opera‐
tions in conditions of isolation (SERE). In the case
of a survival multidiscipline event, the assessment
method can be used in training and education. It
can also be used in sports activities that popularize
utilitarian skills. In the army, military all‐round
events that are adjusted to the needs of a given
group of soldiers should be popularized in the first
place.

The author is of the opinion that only the knowl‐
edge obtained from the research on the determi‐
nation of changes in coordination motor abilities
during the training of soldiers can contribute to
the correct determination of the course of the sol‐
dier’s training, selection of adequate training
measures and preparation assessment.

Key words: physical fitness tests, coordination motor abilities, survival, soldiers

A new perception of physical fitness from the utilitarian perspective

In 1999 W. Starosta, who continued the research of H. Gundlach (1970), presented a new
concept, which corresponds to modern knowledge of human motor abilities, namely that
coordination abilities are more important in human motor development than fitness abil‐
ities (strength, endurance, speed) (Starosta 1999). This founding contributed to an in‐
creased interest in coordination motor abilities (CMA) among the sports community. A
number of changes have been introduced to the training of athletes. The medical com‐
munity has also become interested in the research, for example by using CMA tests in
medical diagnostics. It is noteworthy that the least explored area was the research on
changes in CMA during utilitarian activities undertaken by soldiers, rescuers, or generally
people that can be classified as disposable groups. It seemed to be unnoticed that tech‐
nological progress has significantly changed the work environment. These days, precision
and accuracy are more important than endurance and physical strength of a soldier. One
of the most dangerous situations for a soldier is isolation in an area occupied by enemy,
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while remaining separated from own troops (Śpiewak 1997; O'Grady and French 1998;
Rescuing isolated personnel… 2016). In order to operate in such circumstances, soldiers
participate in SERE training sessions to prepare for survival in extreme conditions (Sur‐
vival, Evasion, Resistance, Escape). 

Traditionally, it is still assumed that the strongest soldier is physically prepared in the
best way to perform official duties (including those performed in isolation). Such a view‐
point is encouraged by the physical fitness tests (usually general physical fitness tests),
which are still used in the army. When analyzing physical fitness tests used in many
armies across the world, it is visible that they often consist of tests such as: a 3‐km run
(or 2‐miles run, or the Cooper test), push‐ups, sit ups, pull ups, 10x10m run, running
around the envelope, sometimes swimming. It must be clearly stated that analytical tests
of physical fitness are not related to the direct utilitarian performance of soldiers (tar‐
geted and special physical fitness). It is unfair to assess physical (psychophysical) prepa‐
ration to perform tasks in isolation only on the basis of analytical assessment of the
general physical fitness of a soldier.

The objective of this study is to show possible methods of assessing the preparation of
soldiers for operations in isolation (SERE; survival) and rescue operation.

Survival school (definitions)

In general terms, survival school is defined as the ability to survive in the wild, either vol‐
untarily or in a forced situation (Meisner 1990). Whereas J. Pałkiewicz defines the school
of survival as the ability to survive in extremely tough conditions (Pałkiewicz 1998). This
art, which is taught at various courses, combines traditional practices of primitive people,
experience of American Indians, knowledge of trappers and methods developed by doc‐
tors who examined the limits of the human organisms in the most difficult environmental
conditions (Terelak 1982; Kalina, Tomczak, Jasiński 2002).

Considering the specificity of military operations, military survival school was understood as
“knowledge and motor abilities related to the ability to cope with situations of forced isolation in an area
occupied or controlled by hostile forces” (Kalina, Tomczak, Jasiński 2002). Contrary to the com‐
mon understanding of the survival school, this concept covers two key educational cate‐
gories:

1st category - knowledge and motor abilities connected to the need to fight for one’s life in conditions of
isolation from own forces and other human individuals and communities

2nd category - knowledge and motor abilities connected to the need to fight for survival against forces
that seek to capture or kill.

In general terms, the 1st category refers to tasks that are typical of traditional survival
(e.g. obtaining water, building shelters, masking), while the 2nd category refers to the
fight with or without weapons (close contact, hand‐to‐hand combat). For a soldier, the
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skills related to the 2nd category are more important because the enemy’s actions con‐
stitute a much serious threat than those that come from the natural environment.

In 2003, Z. Drozdowski also drew attention to the usefulness of training soldiers in the
field of survival school. This is what he wrote about the future soldier: “Above all, I would
attribute to him the abilities and skills acquired in more and more fashionable survival
schools, apart from such skills as free diving, climbing, in an unknown territory (...) I
would expect high, multi‐sided physical fitness from future soldiers, with a structure and
character similar to that of a contemporary poloist. (...) This requires the ability to use
fine movements, considerable precision and speed of movements, especially of close
ones” (Drozdowski 2003). This is related to the necessity to use weapons, incorporate
more and more precise devices and operate in the environment, in which people involved
in an armed conflict are not directly related to it. Any lack of precision during perform‐
ance, wrong decision‐making caused by fatigue or stress can lead to tragic consequences,
such as accidental shooting of people or destruction of inappropriate objects. During mil‐
itary missions, it is very likely that soldiers will need to fight for their survival. Hence, it
is of great importance for soldiers to take part in SERE training in the Polish Army (Res‐
cuing isolated personnel ... 2016). Theoretical and practical training is targeted at an in‐
creasing number of soldiers from various formations. On the other hand, training at a
higher level is compulsory for soldiers who go on military missions.

Practical classes of the survival school are usually carried out over a long period of time
(from several to several dozen hours), which is also a specific feature of this training. The
curricula are developed based on an analysis of past experience of soldiers in isolation.
In terms of the structure of physical effort, training of soldiers, especially highly special‐
ized ones (soldiers of special units, military pilots), is compared to training of athletes
(Kalina 1998; Ryc. 1).
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Methods of assessing preparation for activities in isolation 

Survey research

Surveys (questionnaires) are said to be one of the least reliable scientific methods due
to considerable subjectivity of the surveyed group. Nevertheless, this method may be use‐
ful to make some general assessment of a given phenomenon in a large social and pro‐
fessional group. In the Polish Army, the first survey regarding survival school was
conducted over 20 years ago among Polish airmen (Tomczak et al. 1998). The purpose
of the research was to determine the possibility of survival in isolation of Polish military
pilots. The research concentrated on the possibility of implementing the 1st category of
survival school tasks. The theoretical basis for this classification was adopted on the
grounds of the criteria developed by R.M Kalina (1997). Three spheres were diagnosed,
that is “survival awareness”, “knowledge of survival”, “survival skills”. It was assumed that
the sufficient level of the examined factors (i.e. spheres, as well as individual types of
skills and areas of knowledge) was always demonstrated by a simple percentage majority.
It was then determined that only 23 % of Polish pilots could cope with isolation. Detailed
results of the research were published in several studies (Kalina, Tomczak 1997, Kalina
et al. 1997; Tomczak, Kalina 2001; Tomczak 2004). Another research that employed the
same questionnaire was carried out 20 years later (Tomczak, Bąk 2019). Based on the
analysis of the research results, it was shown that the general level of preparation for ac‐
tivities in isolation (1st category of survival school tasks) did not change. On the other
hand, the level of the conventional “awareness of survival” increased.

Observations of the instructors

The most common method of assessment of participants in military training is subjective
assessment done by experienced instructors. The main disadvantage of this method is
the subjectivism of the evaluators. However, it can be assumed that the experience of in‐
structors related to their own participation in training and solving many difficult and au‐
thentic situations, may serve as the guarantee for reliable assessment.

The multidimensional test — “The survival multidiscipline event”

An interesting way of assessing the psychophysical preparation of soldiers are multidis‐
cipline tests, also referred to as military all-round event. 

“The survival multidiscipline event” presented below is a survival multidiscipline test used to
assess psychomotor skills used while struggling for survival, and more precisely, the im‐
plementation of the 2nd category of tasks of the military survival school (Tomczak et al.
2005; Tomczak, Kalina 2007). It identifies the evaluation of the implementation of the
task complex as part of a simulated operation (combat) in isolation, consisting of: 1) task
No. 1 – 800‐meters run ended with shooting; 2) task No. 2 – paintball fights 3) task No.
3 – fights according to the modified formula of sumo (or other combat sport). When an‐
alyzing the results, the following tasks are considered:
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1. Task No. 1: distance traveled time, shooting time, hit effectiveness, hit accuracy
2. Task No. 2: proportion of opponents eliminated (by group), proportion of avoided

hits, proportion of victorious fights
3. Task No. 3: proportion of victories, proportion of effective actions. 

Based on the variables above, the Survival Probability Coefficient (SPC) is evaluated. 

It seems that the presented formula is a unique form of education, training and sports
for soldiers and officers of other services.

Tests of coordination of motor abilities

The theoretical basis for using CMA in utilitarian activities is presented in the preliminary
studies. The analysis of necessary actions undertaken by soldiers during the fight for sur‐
vival allows us to distinguish the following most important CMA for these conditions: the
ability to differentiate the strength of the forearm muscles, the ability to maintain balance,
motor adjustment and divided attention. A detailed description of individual attempts is
presented in the works of A. Tomczak (2013, 2015). The following utilitarian reasons jus‐
tify the choice:

1. The ability to differentiate the use of forearm muscle strength (kinesthetic differen‐
tiation) – it is based on the precise (most effective) perception of forearm muscle
strength, time and space, while performing some muscle activity. It proves the poten‐
tial possibilities of performing precise movements in time and space and the appro‐
priate “portioning” of force, the ability to use the optimal force, not the maximum
force (Starosta 2003). For a soldier, a high level of this ability is necessary when using
weapons and operating equipment.

2. The ability to maintain balance – according to W. Starosta, it enables the body to main‐
tain a stable position (static equilibrium), as well as to maintain or regain this state
(dynamic equilibrium) during or after an activity (Raczek et al. 1998). Another term
related to the ability to maintain balance was introduced by R.M. Kalina et al. – body
balance disturbation tolerance skills (BBDTS), defined as the ability to maintain an
upright position in the given circumstances of a risk of falling (Kalina et al. 2013).

3. Motor adjustment (running tests) – it is a set of complex processes in the nervous sys‐
tem that determine effectiveness of behavior that require frequent modification of
the movement program, in connection with the observed changes in the conditions
of its implementation in the external environment. Motor adjustment allows the ap‐
plication of an optimal program of activities and its modification and rearrangement
in the event of noticing or predicting a dangerous situation (Juras, Waśkiewicz 1998).
These changes may be more or less expected, or they may occur suddenly and com‐
pletely unexpectedly. Such situations occur in team games and combat sports. When
a soldier confronts his opponent, many different situations may occur, with an unlim‐
ited number of solutions. The adaptation will be manifested in response to the oppo‐
nent’s actions. Such an action must be quick and precise. An example of such an action
is the necessity to engage in close combat. In this case, a soldier will be forced to per‐
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form a short run, a secret change of position, a sudden change of direction, jumps,
crawling or crawling while observing the course of events (divided attention).

4. Divided attention – is understood as the ability to select information and stimuli from
more than one source and focus on more than one aspect of the environment at the
same time. It can be improved and increased through concentration exercises. Greater
divisibility of attention is conducive to efficient performance of activities and enables
performance of several complex tasks simultaneously (Schatz et al. 2001).

Review of the study

The author and co‐authors conducted a series of studies related to the measurement of
CMA during survival training for soldiers and civilians. The research conducted among
soldiers is briefly summarized below:

1. 72‐hour training for soldiers of the special unit: 8 soldiers, aged 25–33 took part in
the study. Service experience of 2–10 years (Tomczak 2013).

2. 36‐hour training of military pilots: 13 military pilots aged 30–56 years were tested.
Average length of military service: approximately 17 years (Tomczak 2015).

3. 36‐hour training of aviation cadets, in addition, a test was performed after about 7–8
hours of rest: 15 aviation cadets, aged 19 years, were subjected to the study, first year
of study (Tomczak et al. 2017).

4. 36‐hour training of navy cadets, in addition, a study was performed after about 7–8
hours of rest: 14 navy cadets, 23 years old, military service approximately 2 years,
were tested (Tomczak et al. 2019).

The detailed conclusions are presented in each of the articles (as an example see Tab. 1). 

Tab 1. Mean values (±SD) of hand strength,  running velocity, divided attentions and ro‐
tational tests indices in soldiers (male) participants of survival training on 4 occasions
(Tomczak 2013).
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Variable Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4

Hand strenght [N]

max 1005.03±102 1068.80±135 1174.846±101 1001.11±145

50% max 534.35±54 545.63±33 624.40±94 527.29±77

corrected 50% max 528.46±53 522.38±16 586.3437±93 510.32±66

Error 50% 61±19 11±53 37±61 -55±58

Error corr 26±5 -12±45 -1±35 87±4*

Error 50% (absolute values) 73±45 45±27 58±35 81±60

Error corr (absolute values) 27±22 35±27 26±21 86±74**
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Legend:
*significantly (p<0,05) different from the three others days and Day 4
**significantly (p<0,01) different between Day 1 and Day 4.
^significantly (p<0,01) different between Day1 and Day3
#significantly (p<0,05) different between Day1 – Day2 and Day1-Day4.

The general conclusions of the research are as follows.

1. Long‐term survival training of moderate intensity, combined with sleep
deprivation/restriction of the ability to maintain balance in all the groups.

2. Deterioration of the differentiation of the use of forearm muscle strength in the 36th
hour of training was found in all groups, except for soldiers of the special unit (72
hours).

3. The indicator of the running test of motor adjustment did not worsen only during the
tests (36 hours) of the youngest test groups (cadets).

4. The physical effort related to long‐term survival training did not worsen the results
of psychomotor tests (divided attention, speed of reaction).

5. A few‐hour rest, including sleep, did not result in full regeneration of physical strength.
The CMA level did not return to the baseline.

6. Due to the increasing importance of the ability to precisely operate equipment by sol‐
diers, coordination exercises should be introduced as part of the physical education
of soldiers.

Conclusion

Physical strength and endurance are important factors in soldiers’ physical performance.
However, nowadays more and more important are coordination motor abilities (eg. pre‐
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Variable Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4

Running velocity [m/s]

15m 5.10±0.22 4.72±0.32 4.75±0.48 4.17±0.46*

3x5m 3.08±0.13 3.08±0.12 3.01±0.23 2.50±0.24*

15m slalom 3.08±0.15 2.83±0.14 2.86±0.21 2.50±0.20*

15m squat 2.86±0.39 2.93±0.32 2.92±0.28 2.42±0.53*

Pointer speed adjustment
ratio 6.25 5.66 5.9 8.46*

Divided attentions 

Result [%] 66.87±15.51 69.12±19.34 72.5±15.87 68.5±22.87

Rotational test 

Result [point] 4.37±3.85 6.5±3.46 8.25±2.31^ 9.37±1.41**
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cision of operating, body balance, differentiation of muscle strength, motor adjustment).
A lack of precision making due to tiredness can have tragic effects. 
The author is of the opinion that only the knowledge obtained from the research on the
determination of changes in coordination motor abilities indices during the training of
soldiers can contribute to the correct determination of the course of the soldier’s training,
selection of adequate training measures and preparation assessment.
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Summary

Professor Tannheimer, PhD unifies scientific knowl‐
edge and hands‐on experience achieved over a long
period as a researcher into the effects of high alti‐
tude, both as a medical doctor and as a Mountain
Guide and doctor on many national and interna‐
tional military and civilian expeditions. Here he
shares his body of knowledge and experience and
stresses the importance of improvised rescue capa‐
bilities in adverse high altitude terrain by the real‐
life example of an accident at 5700 m during a
military expedition to Huascaran (6768 m).

Introduction

Despite every possible care, accidents occur during
mountaineering (4,12). These accidents are special
because, even in Europe, mountain rescue opera‐
tions are time‐consuming and material intensive.
The mountain rescuers are exposed to high physi‐
cal and psychological demands. (9) Another char‐
acteristic of accidents in the mountains is the long

time it takes for professional help to reach the injured person. (7,12) For this reason, first
aid must be provided on the spot by the accompanying mountaineers. (12) This case re‐
port presents the first aid and rescue of a critically injured person at an altitude of
5,700m, and highlights the special challenges of this type of rescue operation.

Case-report

When descending from Huascaran (6,768 m, Peru), on the way down from the so‐called
“Garganta” to high Camp 1, a mountain flank that is endangered by ice falls (at 5,700 m)
must be traversed. This section is usually passed without using a rope in order to maintain
long safety distances between the mountaineers and to avoid restricting their mobility. In
this area one of the climbers slid and tried to use his ice‐axe for self‐arrest, which was ini‐
tially successful. However, during the breaking process he fell over a small step, of less than
1 m, and then slid down an approximately 100 m long snow flank without any reaction
until he was stopped by a 7 m deep crevasse stopped him. There he was found after 10 min‐
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utes by the expedition leader, in an upside‐down position with his climbing helmet de‐
stroyed. The casualty was unconscious and had suffered the following injuries:

1. Craniocerebral injury with marked brain swelling, 
2. Subtotal amputation of the nose with midface injury, 
3. Tongue bite, 
4. Bulbus contusion of both eyes with haematoma formation in the area of both sclerae,
5. Aspiration of blood in the left lobe of the lung, 
6. Contusion of the right kidney,
7. Several minor wounds on forehead, lip and chin. After an appropriate primary survey

and technical preparations the casualty was rescued from the crevasse by the group.
On the glacier the casualty was still unconscious. He was placed on a platform in the
recovery position and thermally insulated for further examination. No other injuries
were found apart from the head injuries. The casualty`s vital signs were stable at all
times. 

Evaluation of the incident

The accident happened during a military training expedition consisting of 8 very fit and
well‐trained military mountain guides. The incident can be divided into several phases;
however, the phases flow into each other and can sometimes even run in parallel.

Phase 0: The accident
As the visibility was good and the terrain of the snow flank easy to climb, walking without
ropes and with large safety distances served to minimize risks. About 15 minutes before
the accident happened, an ice avalanche occurred while the expedition group were cross‐
ing the snow flank. Due to the large safety distances only one person was directly affected.
With a fast sprint this mountaineer was able to take cover behind a block of ice and re‐
mained uninjured. 

When walking with crampons, stumbling can occur, so all military mountain guides are
intensively trained in holding falls in icy terrain with the help of an ice axe in all conceiv‐
able body positions. The casualty was also well‐trained, and reflexively used this breaking
technique. However, when sliding over the short step, he rammed the ice axe into his mid‐
face and obviously lost consciousness, which explains the further uncontrolled fall.

Phase 1: Rescue out of the immediate danger zone
The aim of this phase is to extract the casualty quickly from the immediate danger zone
(here, the crevasse) to enable a full examination and to organize the further transport.

For the rescuers it is crucial to get to the casualty quickly in order to get an overview. For‐
tunately, the crevasse was wide and therefore easily accessible, so that after a short time
the expedition leader and a little later the expedition doctor could abseil down to the ca‐
sualty. After a first body check (ABCD‐algorithm) and cervical spine immobilization they
turned the unconscious casualty into an upright position. In the event of an obviously se‐
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vere impact to the head (facial injury, destroyed climbing helmet, high‐velocity accident)
cervical spine protection is necessary. (5,15) With the limited resources during moun‐
taineering, the use of a SamSplint® is a good makeshift option to immobilize the cervical
spine. (11) For the rescue from the crevasse, the casualty was treated with piritramid
(7.5 mg intramuscular) and was monitored by pulse oximetry. Under these circumstances,
the intramuscular injection was administered in the M. vastus medialis directly through
the clothing. The rescue from the crevasse was easy for such an experienced group by
using a loose pulley, and was carried out very quickly. 

Phase 2: Full examination of the casualty and organization of further transportation
Further examination was carried out after the rescue from the crevasse. For this, the ca‐
sualty was placed on a platform that had been dug into the snow. In the mountains, in‐
jured persons are threatened by hypothermia, therefore maintaining warmth is crucial.
(2) Backpacks as insulating underlay and down jackets to cover are very suitable for this
purpose. It is obvious that completely undressing a casualty in glaciated terrain is not
possible due to the danger of hypothermia. In order not to miss anything essential, stan‐
dardized examination procedures such as the ATLS (Advanced Trauma Life Support) al‐
gorithm are helpful. (14) Respiration was affected by the injuries, but still sufficient.
Fortunately, the bleeding from the facial wounds was moderate. 

The Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) is commonly used for the evaluation of consciousness.
The casualty had a GCS of 8–7 (Eyes open: no response –> 1; Best motor response: withdraw
–> 4; Best verbal response: Inappropriate words / sounds  –> 3–2). By definition, a casualty
in this condition has a severe craniocerebral trauma and the airway should be secured
by endotracheal intubation in order to prevent aspiration. (1) However, it was not feasible
under the given circumstances, as an anesthesia could not be maintained.

The victim was located in difficult terrain above 5.500 m, and the nearest rudimentary
infrastructure was Camp 1 more than 300 m below. All the group members were ex‐
hausted after a strenuous climb at extreme altitude of more than 14 hours. It was already
3 pm, with 3 hours of daylight left. A helicopter rescue is not possible at this altitude in
Peru. The casualty, therefore had to be evacuated using improvised mountain rescue tech‐
niques. He was abseiled over several sections and transported secured by ropes over two
larger crevasses. High Camp 1 at 5.200 m was reached with the onset of the night. There
the casualty was put into a tent on a thermal mat and was re‐warmed using a modified
Hibler pack. (6)

For analgesia during the difficult and demanding transport to Camp 1 and further down
to the hut the casualty received piritramid 7,5 mg intramuscular and repetitive S‐keta‐
mine 20 mg orally. Orally the dose of S‐ketamine is 2,4 times higher than intravenously,
a steady state is reached after 3 administrations. (3)

S-Ketamine has several advantages in remote areas:

‐ It does not affect the respiratory drive or haemodynamic stability. (8)
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‐ It is temperature insensitive in the range from ‐15 to +40 °C. (10)
‐ It has a wide therapeutic range and can be administered in all conceivable ways. (10,13)

Phase 3: Secure infrastructure and organization of external support
As the same time as the transportation of the casualty to Camp 1, one of the expedition
members went down to a hut at 4.600 m to get help. In addition, he informed the German
Embassy in Lima to organize the further rescue. While waiting in Camp 1 for the helpers
from the hut, the casualty became conditionally responsive and received a broad‐spec‐
trum antibiotic (Tavanic 500 mg) orally. From Camp 1 the way further down to the hut is
technically easy and with the help of volunteers (mountaineers without any special med‐
ical skills) who had rushed to the site bringing a stretcher, the transportation of the ca‐
sualty was fast and unspectacular. After arrival there, a complete body check was done
without further findings. The casualty was continuously monitored by pulse oximetry.
He gradually improved and was able to go to the toilet with assistance. Due to the tongue
injury with massive swelling, he was breathing mainly via the wound in the sub‐totally
amputated nose area. The associated pain required the repeated administration of pir‐
itramid, which in each case led to an increase in oxygen saturation through improved
ventilation. This point deserves special attention. Often, there is a pronounced fear among
practitioners with regard to the respiratory depressive effect of opiates, especially with
regard to piritramid. In this specific case, the pain‐related respiratory insufficiency of the
casualty was successfully treated with opiates.

The next day, the casualty and the expedition doctor were taken by a military helicopter
which had been organized by the German Embassy to Huaraz airfield, where an ambu‐
lance jet with an emergency physician was already waiting. The further transport to Lima
took place immediately. At Lima airport, they were picked up by an ambulance with the
medical officer of the German Embassy onboard, which brought them to a hospital of Eu‐
ropean standard. Twenty‐eight hours after the accident, the casualty arrived at the in‐
tensive care unit there. After a detailed handover and physical examination, CT scans of
the brain / facial skull, cervical spine, thorax and abdomen were performed immediately.
In addition to the external injuries, a marked cerebral oedema, an aspiration in the lower
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left lung lobe and a small hematoma in the area of the upper pole of the right kidney were
found. An ENT doctor and an ophthalmologist were consulted and all the wounds, espe‐
cially the nasal wound, were treated plastic‐surgically. On the following day the casualty
was extubated and spent two more days in the intensive care unit before he was repatri‐
ated to Germany by a Medevac aircraft. 

In Germany he was admitted to the military hospital. During the rehabilitation process
only a superficial correction of scars was necessary. The casualty has fully recovered and
is fully operational as a soldier of the Special Forces.

A self-reliant group with limited equipment
In remote areas no external support is available most of the times, but the initial treat‐
ment of a casualty is of crucial importance. (7) The personnel resources of the group are
always limited and mostly physical exhaustion is an additional compromising factor, as
it was in this case after 14 hours of climbing at extreme altitude. It is, therefore, essential
to get help, even if a person must be delegated for this (help was sought at the hut). 

Equipment is limited, too. (7) Especially during the summit day, only very limited medical
equipment can be carried. In the event of an emergency, improvisation will be necessary.
(7) A good example is a stretcher, which is too bulky to carry, but a makeshift stretcher can
be easily made from two backpacks. It is therefore essential that the whole group is familiar
and well trained with the procedures of improvised rescue techniques and treatment of in‐
jured people. Intensive practice beforehand is therefore essential. All the participants of
the described expedition were military mountain guides and were well trained.

Communication
Closely related to the previous point is the communication for getting support. This pre‐
supposes that suitable devices for communication (e.g. a satellite telephone) are available
and that their energy supply is guaranteed. In addition, necessary telephone numbers
(e.g. of the Embassy) must be available and ideally the person calling should be known
there. Since a military training expedition is registered via the embassy, this was assured
in the presented case. For commercial expeditions the organizer usually has the appro‐
priate contacts. Individual tourists should plan a suitable strategy in advance.

High emotional stress 
The person to be cared for is not an abstract casualty, but a good acquaintance or even a
friend with whom one has been travelling for a long time. This generates stress and makes
the medical care demanding. In addition, physical exhaustion caused by the long tour
may impair one’s the own performance. As man‐power is restricted, nobody can take
special care of an accompanying physician. Therefore, everybody must be able to operate
independently in the alpine terrain.
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Treatment algorithms help to make sure that nothing relevant is missed. Personal safety
in handling a drug or a medical procedure is also a very decisive point. Thus, medication
that is well known and with which one is confident and familiar should be used. 

Conclusion

Every emergency is different and can therefore never be exactly anticipated. In remote
areas, however, a worst‐case scenario must always be assumed. Hence, a group must be
able to organize the first aid of an injured people and their transport out of the danger
zone on their own without (professional) help. This requires intensive training consid‐
ering the limited resources available. This necessarily includes a strategy on how to get
support in the respective situation.
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Summary

In emergency situations, fear is something that is
both common and normal. Fear is a basic human
emotion, a response to an immediate and present
threat. Its function is to alarm us of danger and ac‐
tivate us to respond in a way that avoids harm, and
it is closely connected to the flight‐fight and freeze
response.

Anxiety is an unpleasant feeling characterized by
apprehensive uneasiness and nervousness, closely
related to fear. It emerges when a threat is antici‐
pated, potentially present. Its function in is to
prime us to be vigilant and to adapt our behaviour
to the potential threat.

This lecture presents the basic neuropsychological
mechanisms of fear, anxiety and hope. It shows the
connection to the behaviors that can be observed
in people in emergency situations, and finally some

of the techniques that rescue personnel can use to help people in a crisis to better cope
with disturbing states of fear and anxiety are highlighted.

General

The human brain is the central part of the nervous system. It is a complex organ that op‐
erates many essential functions such as breathing, wakefulness, balance, blood circula‐
tion, movement, perception, attention, memory, language, consciousness, thought,
decision‐making, emotions, etc. Some functions are closely linked to a specific region of
the brain (e.g. language functions are linked to Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas), while some
are more diffuse (like attention).

The Thalamus is the relay station of the brain. The hippocampus is essential for the mem‐
ory storage and retrieval.

The hypothalamus and pituitary gland play a central role in stress response and the fight
and flight response.

Fear and hope in emergency situations06
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Uroš Rošker
- Clinical psychologist
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The area of the brain that is most consistently connected to emotion is the amygdala,
which is part of the limbic system. 

How does this reflect in human functioning?

In a relatively simplified way, we can say, that humans have two main information pro‐
cessing pathways which are interconnected. One is the emotional processing pathway,
which is fast and is connected to an immediate behavioural response (such as fight or
flight); the other is the rational information processing pathway connected to prediction,
response inhibition, complex memory retrieval, etc. 

In the event of a critical incident (depending on the perceived intensity of the situation)
the rational information path is in a way overpowered and emotions will dominate (see
Fig 3).

When in fear a human being shows a gradually decline of capabilities as shown in Fig 4, be‐
ginning with the most complex and continuing to the more basic. The first capability that
will shrink is the language, followed by reasoning and then the motor functions will be
hampered. The decline is gradual and only in the most extreme circumstances absolute. 
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Fig 1 and 2 – The human brain

Fig 3 – The ratio and emotions in 
a critical incident 

Fig 4 – The decline of capabilities under fear
(from left to right)
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What can we do?

Here are some examples.

1. Before the situation emerges
Two basic processes are used: selection and training. The purpose of the former is to put
the right people in the right place; for some work roles certain characteristics are more
important than others. Selection is a process designed to identify those people who have 
the best combination of these.

Training is a process designed so that individuals, groups and organizations can obtain
required competencies. 

2. During the situation
As seen above, some human faculties decline in a stressful, critical situations. For a rescue
worker it is important to keep that in mind and adapt their approach to the rescue. In
communication keep it short and simple. Use non‐verbal communication, as it is
processed by the faster emotional information pathway (calm voice; if possible, lover
yourself to the person`s eye level; practise slow breathing). When giving instructions,
give them step by step, and demonstrate if possible. Be patient, and if necessary repeat.

3. After the situation has passed
Physical and medical safety is psychological safety. As far as possible provide a safe envi‐
ronment. Facilitate the activation of the person’s social network. Give them the opportu‐
nity to talk about the experience in a safe environment. 

Learn and improve by experience.  

A thought for reflection

Hope is inseparable from anxiety, as it inherently involves the prediction of potential rescue or
mastery of anticipated threat. (Baruch Spinoza)
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Summary

The mountain guide and avalanche expert Georg
Kronthaler caused a great deal of interest and dis‐
cussion in 2007, when he was the first person to
attempt a recovery operation at very high altitude
(Broad Peak, 8084 m) in order to bring his dead
brother back home and give him a dignified fu‐
neral. In his lecture he shares his body of knowl‐
edge and experience concerning the preparation
and execution of such a challenging operation. Fur‐
thermore he highlights the ethical point of view.
With his authentic insights and attitude he can be
a role model for the military in how to deal with
such critical events. 

A grave on the icy heights

Midnight, July 8th, 2006: Traunstein Hospital. In the
delivery room I hear the regular heartbeat of our
unborn child. At about half past one the heart rate
suddenly changes. An uneasy feeling spreads
through my stomach. Hope everything goes well.
The midwife notices a drop in oxygen saturation.
A little later our son Dominik is born.

I leave the hospital at around 6am. When I switch
on my mobile, I get a voice message. It is Josef
Heigenhauser, who is in the Karakoram with my
brother Markus to climb Broad Peak. Actually, I
had expected a success message two days ago. 

Rescue and recovery from high altitude
and adverse circumstances07

Speaker and author:
Georg Kronthaler
- Mountain guide
- Avalanche expert
- Scientist and practioner
- Lecturer at university in avalanche

science
- Lecturer in the DEU Military

Mountain Guide Courses

Fig 1 – Dominik's birth in Markus’ hour of death
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“Georg”, I hear his voice, “call us at Base Camp immediately, something terrible has hap‐
pened!” I feel as if an icy hand embraces my heart. Without having called Base Camp, it
is already clear to me: Markus is dead!

I park the car at the side of the road. I would like to ignore the message from Josef and
not get in touch with him. Hunker down for minutes, minutes of happiness because life
has just given me a son. But also to steal minutes, in order to postpone the consequences
of this telephone conversation.

Actually, I had been expecting to be confronted with the death of Markus for years. We
were both fanatical mountaineers. Markus tended more and more towards high altitude
mountaineering, I towards climbing. Although we were both successful in our own way,
in our mountaineering lives we had been extremely lucky not to have had falls in the
mountains. Particularly in the early stages. I especially remembered a year when Markus
and I regularly turned the door handle of a hospital room in our hands. What had my par‐
ents been through with us back then!

Displacement does not help! I call Broad Peak Base Camp; Josef answers. "Georg" – then
he pauses. "After he had reached the summit together with Sepp Bachmair, on the way
back Markus remained lying between the main and sub summits, and died of exhaustion
this morning."

Dead silence.

“Sepp Bachmair stayed with him until the end,” Josef continues, “and now, after Markus
died, he is currently descending to Camp 3.” As if from another world, I hear Josef continue
speaking. “Today two Polish climbers are trying to climb the summit of Broad Peak. In 3
hours at the latest we will finally know for sure whether Markus is dead.” We end the
conversation.

So now is the time. Markus is never coming back. I have my last picture of Markus in mind,
when he jumped on the train at the last second to leave for Pakistan. We didn't even have
time to shake hands and say goodbye.

I imagine Markus up there, half‐sitting in a crevice, with a broken gaze directed towards China. 

I take a deep breath; now is the hardest task. I have to inform my sister and especially
my parents about Markus’ death. My sister takes it relatively calmly, but doesn't want to
take the news to my parents. You should do that, she says.

I'm going back to my parents' house. I stay in the car. How do you tell parents that their
‘baby boy’ – Markus is 6 years younger than me – has just passed away?

My father comes to meet me. There is no way back. I get out and bring the sad news to
my father. A short time later my mother comes back from shopping. She goes into the
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kitchen and starts putting away the groceries she has bought. “Mum,” I hear myself say,
“Markus is not coming back!”

No reaction! My mother doesn't let herself be stopped from her work. I take her in my
arms. “Markus is dead!” I say. Only now does she begin to understand. I will probably
never forget the expression on her face at this moment my whole life – as if I were looking
into a death mask.

At around 11am I call Base Camp again and get the expected confirmation from the Polish
climbers that Markus is dead. Now I also get details of what happened.

The members of the ‘Kronthaler Expedition’ started from the last high camp towards the
summit on July 5th, 2006 at 11.15 pm. Peter Ressmann reached the summit on July 6th,
2006 at 6.00 pm. On the descent he met Markus and Sepp about 100 m below the pre‐
summit, bivouacked in a crevasse and wanting to reach the summit the next day. Although
Markus and Sepp did not have a stove with them to melt snow, they survived the night in
the emergency bivouac unscathed, and continued their ascent on the morning of July 7th.
Their path led first to the pre‐summit (8035 m) and after a few metres descent to a sad‐
dle, on to the main summit (8047 m). Sepp reached the summit at 3pm, with Markus ar‐
riving a little later. On the way back, Markus finally lost his strength shortly before
reaching the pre‐summit. Desperate attempts by Sepp to bring Markus over the lower
summit by means of support or carrying failed. At 6 am on the morning of July 8th, 2006,
Markus died of exhaustion and dehydration.

Since Markus is very well known in Tyrol, at around noon I inform the press to give them
first‐hand information about the accident, if only so that we as a family can deal with
Markus’ death in peace and quiet without being exposed to constant press inquiries.

I want a recipe for this situation; I don't know how to deal with it. On the one hand it is
the pain of loss that I want to get under control; on the other hand I feel immeasurable 
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Broad Peak (8047m); a few hours
later he was dead
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disappointment because of what I consider to be an excessive willingness on Markus’
part to take risks; in this situation risking an emergency bivouac without the necessary
equipment, just to reach the summit ... If you are too slow, then you should acknowledge
that at that moment you’re too weak for the summit and turn back. “What are the rules
for?” I ask myself. Markus didn't just have a responsibility to himself, he had friends and
a family. Did he care about us, or did he put summit success above everything else?

I can't take it at home anymore. I am urgently looking for someone to talk to and hope to find
someone in Kufstein. I see acquaintances, walk up to them, but they cross the street. I drive
to the mountaineering regulars table, but this is also empty. Finally my friend Herbert calls
and we arrange a meeting. With him I can pour out my heart and also show my sadness.

A week later we pick up the expedition members at the airport. Sepp is reluctant to show
me a photo of Markus’ location. I'm shocked. He lies completely in the open, between the
lower and main summits.

In retrospect, this photo was the trigger to thinking about a possible recovery of Markus’
body. At the time, however, it was not clear to me how such a recovery could work, be‐
cause I also had the mountaineering rule that was still valid at the time in my head: “Those
who die on high mountains cannot be rescued.” But one thing was certain: I wouldn't
leave Markus lying like a discarded garbage bag.

The picture Fig 3 becomes a motivation.

I began to think about who of my circle of acquaintances was already on an 8000m peak.
I tried to assess their capabilities and compare them with that of top people. What if such
top people also used oxygen?

On July 21, 2006, we said goodbye to Markus in the Sparchen parish church. In front of
the altar was a photo of Markus, a backpack, a helmet, a climbing rope. The church was 
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filled to the last seat – we all wanted to say goodbye. Only one thing was missing: Markus
himself!

I sat in the front row next to my parents and wondered how to say goodbye to someone
who was not there. I did not know how. At some point I began to understand that I would
probably only succeed if I saw or rather felt that Markus was dead. I was afraid that I
would subconsciously hope for a lifetime that Markus would suddenly come through the
door with his typical laugh, and find that everything was just a nightmare. I was afraid of
seeing new photos of Markus on the internet year after year, taken by mountaineers on
their way to Broad Peak summit. So how should I ever come to terms with his death?

It became clear to me that if we were ever to lead a normal life again, Markus would at least
have to be taken out of the mountaineers' field of vision. To force myself to go ahead with a
salvage expedition, I decided to announce my recovery plan after the farewell ceremony. Be‐
cause if I announced something like this publicly, so I thought, there would be no turning back.

The reaction in front of the church was – unsurprisingly – violent. Some friends of Markus
in particular vehemently demanded for him to be left on the mountain. “Markus wouldn’t
want to be taken away from up there,” they said, or “There isn't a nicer place to be buried.”
But after they saw that I wouldn't change my mind, they threatened the public prosecutor
against me in the event that someone should be injured during this rescue expedition.
They argued that it was completely irresponsible to risk human lives just to rescue a dead
person from the so‐called death zone, even though any reasonably sane climber knows
that it is almost impossible. Initially, my parents did not want to know anything about
the recovery of Markus either; on the one hand, they were afraid of losing their other son,
and on the other, they feared that this would cause their pain to break out again. So I
began to plan an expedition to see Markus quietly.

Organization: Shortly after saying goodbye, a mountain guide friend of mine, Stefan Lack‐
ner, came up to me. He wanted to help me rescue Markus. He, too, was reluctant to simply
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abandon fallen climbers on high mountains. His motto was: “Even soldiers can be recov‐
ered under the most difficult conditions.” I was grateful to receive this competent support
from Stefan. Now I was no longer alone. Stefan mainly took care of material for the re‐
covery, while I took care of the financial security and the logistics. Little by little, we de‐
veloped a strategy for how the recovery could be successful and, above all, how no one
would be harmed. During this planning phase, another mountain guide, Paul Koller, got
in touch. He was particularly attracted by the great challenge of participating in a rescue
expedition that had never been done before. Paul was also the only one of us who had al‐
ready stood on Mount Everest and therefore knew how to work at such a great height.
Little by little, our team grew.

Logistics: First of all, it was necessary to consider what recovery material is actually suitable
for recovering a dead person from over 8000 m. It couldn't be too heavy, but still had to be
stable. What oxygen masks would we use? Conventional masks, such as those used on
Mount Everest, have a narrow field of vision of one’s feet, which can lead to tripping and
thus to a fatal fall. The choice of rope was also of enormous importance. Conventional climb‐
ing ropes are heavy; if they get wet and then freeze again, they can barely be handled. How
would we find Markus when he was covered in snow? Would we need a metal detector that
could locate his crampons? Did we need a permit to be able to rescue Markus? Where could
we find high‐performing high porters? How would we get to Base Camp? What tents and
food would we need? The list that had to be worked through grew longer and longer.

After I learned from the Pakistani Consulate that we also needed a summit permit, that
we would be classified as a ‘normal’ expedition, so to speak, I got in touch with the well‐
known Styrian mountain climber Gerfried Göschl. I knew he would be heading for Broad
Peak in 2007 as well. Without hesitation, he offered me to join the expedition and use all
of his logistics up to Base Camp. This was of course an incredible help and made our work
easier. Bärbel Hirschbichler from Berchtesgaden was able to help us with suitable high
porters. Through her Pakistani husband, Ghulam Rasool, a former Pakistani high porter,
she provided us with the most powerful high porters from the Hunza Valley. The rescue
expedition began to take shape.

Financing: It was clear from the start that this expedition would cost a lot of money. First I
contacted Markus' various insurance companies, such as AV insurance, credit card insur‐
ance and accident insurance, and asked them whether the insurance cover also included
rescue costs. However, there were some exclusion clauses with every insurance. Since I did‐
n't have time to argue with the respective insurance companies, I had to find other ways to
get financing. So I tried to get sponsors. At the beginning, I either received rejections or no
response at all to my inquiries. The reason was probably that many companies saw no ad‐
vertising potential in a recovery of the dead, and were also afraid of being seen in a bad
light if the expedition failed. So I changed my strategy. I didn’t just want to rescue Markus,
I wanted to achieve a change in the attitudes of high‐altitude mountaineers if the rescue
was successful. My principle became: “If it is possible to rescue my brother from an altitude
of over 8000m, then nobody can refuse to help a climber in need or simply leave dead
climbers behind on the grounds that any help and especially a rescue at great heights is im‐
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possible.” In this way, the death of Markus might still make a difference. In the end I man‐
aged to find some companies which would support us financially or materially in this re‐
covery. However, despite considerable financial help from family members, friends and
acquaintances, a large amount was still missing to cover the costs of the expedition. So we
tried to get TV broadcasters interested in the recovery. Paul Koller finally made contact
with the editorial team of Galileo (Pro 7). At a personal meeting I got to know the editor,
Karsten Scheuren, with whom I spoke about a possible film accompaniment of Markus’ re‐
covery. I already had a queasy feeling. A private broadcaster? With such a topic? But after
just a few minutes Karsten convinced me by his human nature and his credible promise
not to make a sensational film under any circumstances, and to only show what we as a
family wanted. In addition, he promised me that he would take over the missing financing
for the expedition. So my financial worries for the rescue of Markus were solved. An im‐
portant side effect of the film recordings was that all the measures that I took or ordered
were documented so that my decisions could be understood.

(Karsten Scheuren received the Bavarian TV Prize as author and director of the Galileo spe‐
cial “A grave on the icy heights – rescue from the death zone” at the beginning of May 2008).

Training: In addition to organizing the expedition, we also had to prepare for the big challenge
in terms of fitness. In winter 2006/07 we simulated Markus’ recovery by trying to bring a
mountain bag filled with 80 kg of sand down from the Kitzbüheler Horn to the valley. For
the first time we could guess what kind of physical strain we would be faced with, so we
tried not to leave anything to chance when planning the training. In the Kurmittelhaus der
Moderne in Bad Reichenhall, which has a training facility as well as a hypoxia chamber, we
found an institution whose sports scientists created free training programmes for us and
let us train on site in the hypoxia chamber under scientific supervision. For me, it was an
amazing experience to discover the enormous increase in performance that was possible
with targeted training. In addition to our daily work, we regularly came to train in Bad Re‐
ichenhall in the evenings. At the weekends we went on long mountain tours to improve our
endurance. In the last two weeks before the start of the expedition, we also spent the nights
in the hypoxia chamber in order to acclimatize ourselves in advance to an altitude of ap‐
proximately 6500 m.

The recovery: Before we left for Pakistan in mid‐
June, my parents told me, at Markus's empty
grave, that they had complete confidence in me
and that they would fully support me no matter
what. I promised them that I would primarily
take care of the safety of the entire team and that
I would not climb up to Markus on the mountain,
but rather up to the Broad Peak saddle.
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In mid‐June we flew from Munich via Dubai to Islamabad, the capital of Pakistan. We con‐
tinued by bus over the Karakoram Highway to Skardu and then by jeep to Askole. From
here we continued on foot. After a 6‐day march, we reached the Broad Peak Base Camp
at 4.950 m on June 28, 2007. I thought the organizational stress would be less now. Un‐
fortunately, it was not like that. There was always something to be coordinated, to do the
training with the high porters, organizing fresh food or to regulate the distribution of the
material in the high camps.  

In addition, the current information for Pro 7 and those at home had to be posted on the
internet almost every day. We were busy building the high camp chain and acclimatizing
for a good three weeks. On July 11th we finally brought all the material to Camp 3 (7050 m),
but had to descend again because Karl Gabl from the Innsbruck weather service announced
bad weather to us.

After a week of waiting and regenerating in Base Camp, the moment had finally come.
After Karl Gabl predicted a 3‐day window of good weather, we ascended towards Camp
3 in the early morning hours of July 18th, 2007, which we reached the next day. On July
20th, at around 12.30 am after a sleepless night, we continued towards Markus. The
weather was clear with stars, but there was a stormy wind and extreme cold. For me,
however, the climb was over after a few hundred metres of ascent. I had upset my stomach
by eating half‐frozen chicken strips and had to go back to Camp 3 with a fever, so I could
no longer influence the rescue attempt that day.

Stefan, Paul, our six high porters and all the other mountaineers who wanted to climb
Broad Peak made slow progress due to the huge amount of fresh snow; it took them nine
hours to get to Broad Peak Saddle (7.820 m). After another strenuous three hours, the
rescue team finally reached Markus. After they had stowed his body in a rescue bag, they
began transporting it at 1.45 pm, but it turned out to be extremely difficult; small counter‐
climbs in particular repeatedly pushed the rescue team to their limits. While Markus cer‐
tainly still had his original weight of more than 80 kg, which none of us had expected, as
rescuers at this height we only had 20 % of our normal performance. The team only
reached the Broad Peak saddle at around 7 pm. After they were able to lower Markus and 
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abseil another 200‐300 m down, the rescue had to be halted due to the gathering dark‐
ness. They deposited Markus at a crevasse and then descended together to Camp 3, where
I was eagerly awaiting them. Despite my relief that the entire rescue team had come back
safe and sound, I was also very disappointed that Markus could not be brought to Camp
3. In addition, I had heard from Karl Gabl via satellite phone that the weather was going
to worsen considerably and that large amounts of fresh snow were to be expected. It was
clear to me that we would no longer find Markus if he was snowed in.

The next day we set off towards Markus at dawn in storm winds and light snowfall. Now
it was a great advantage that I had had to turn back the day before and could rest. Since
the tracks of the climbers from the previous day were obliterated, a new track had to be
created, which I was able to do with fresh energy and using bottled oxygen. With increas‐
ing snowfall forecast, a race against time began to find Markus before the snow fell. In
addition, thick cloud came in, and visibility was well below 50m. After hours of arduous
ascent, we finally came to the area where the rescue team believed they had left Markus
behind. But despite an intensive search, Markus was not to be found. After several small
avalanches slipped next to us and the high porters were frightened, I broke off the search
with a heavy heart. The team’s safety came first; I had promised myself and my parents
that this was how it would be. So we turned back. 

After about 100m of descent, the cloud cover began to tear open for a moment. We looked
back and saw a red spot light up just above our turning point, so we climbed again in this
direction. When we reached the turning point, we quickly found the red spot that we
could make out from below, but to our disappointment it was just an old tarpaulin. For
me it was now finally clear: “We have lost Markus!” 

Yet two of our high porters had not given up. They kept looking in the fog. Suddenly I
heard a scream and a short time later Markus came up to me in the recovery bag. What
a relief it was! We set up the rescue bag in such a way that each of us was connected to
Markus with an accessory cord in order to be able to hold him back. Due to the consider‐
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able amounts of cold, loose, fresh snow, it was not possible to make stances. There was
just as little time for this as there had been to say goodbye to Markus; even that had had
to wait. The way back with Markus in the recovery bag turned out to be just as strenuous
as the ascent, due to the large amount of fresh snow. The traverses in particular were a
big problem because Markus' weight pulled down enormously during the traverses, so
we could only manage a few metres before we kept falling exhausted into the snow.

Despite the whiteout it was possible to find the way back reasonably well. In order to
avoid one person pulling the others off, we were not roped. The greatest danger, however,
was the hidden crevasses, which could not be seen due to the poor visibility. Finally we
could see Paul sitting in the snow; he had been left behind during the ascent due to his
efforts the previous day. Now we also knew the direction and reached Camp 3 with
Markus in the evening hours. Since Markus could no longer get lost, I ordered the entire
team to descend to Base Camp so that we could recover from the exertions of the last few
days. The risk of rescuing Markus in a weakened state the next day seemed too great for
everyone involved. I was also afraid that the storm would create slab avalanches in the
descent area. I went down to Base Camp with four high porters, while Paul, Stefan and
two high porters stayed behind. They wanted to wait overnight and come down the next
day. At around midnight we arrived dead tired at Base Camp, where we were eagerly
awaited. The next day the other four also arrived safely at Base Camp. They were even
able to bring Markus down another 200 m. After a two‐day break, we climbed back to‐
wards Camp 3 to finally bring Markus down to the valley. In one day we managed to get
Markus from about 6800m to the base of Broad Peak and from there the next day – it was
July 26th, 2007 – through a glacier break to Base Camp. We had done it. Markus was safe.

While the work of the rescue team was finished, I had to organize return transport for
Markus. The plan was to cremate him in a crematorium in Islamabad and fly home with
his ashes. From Base Camp I flew with Markus in a military helicopter to Skardu. There I
was able to deposit his body in the cold store of the military hospital until I had organized
the formalities for the onward journey. A normal airplane then went to Islamabad. 
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Unfortunately there was no crematorium there, apart from an Indian temple where I
would have had to cremate Markus myself. So I called my father and asked him if he would
be happy if I had Markus transported to Austria in a coffin. He agreed, and after complet‐
ing the extensive formalities required for this, I was finally able to bring Markus to Austria,
where he has now found his final resting place.

This expedition could only succeed with outstanding teamwork. My thanks therefore go
to the many helpers, especially those who were not in the foreground and are not men‐
tioned in this article. I would also like to thank the sponsors who were not afraid of the
subject of death, and the co‐organizers Asghar ali Porik and Gerfried Göschl (who is un‐
fortunately no longer with us). My thanks also go to Karl Gabl, the Galileo team, and above
all to my colleagues Stefan Lackner and Paul Koller. Special thanks also go to our six Pak‐
istani high porters and friends: Mohammed Khan, Mohammed Amin, Ghulam Hussain,
Rozi Ali, Mohamad Hakim and “Little” Mohammad Hussain, who achieved incredible
things on the mountain. And finally, special thanks go to my family, who had to live with
huge fears for a whole year, but still backed me and agreed to the expedition.
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Summary

When an isolating incident takes place, the isolated
personnel must be able to survive the environment,
the threat, and the theater. The recognized Training
Expert in SERE, CAPT De Schepper shows an
overview and highlights essentials of these capabil‐
ities and how they can be trained.

Military preparation for isolation events

Personnel Recovery (PR) is by definition a reactive
type of Ops. As soon as an isolation incident oc‐
curs, the three elements (staff, recovery forces and
isolated personnel) need to act in response to said
incident, in order to increase the likelihood of a
successful recovery and bring the isolated person‐
nel (ISOP) back under friendly control. It is there‐
fore crucial to train these three elements to the
necessary standard in order to augment efficiency
and reduce response time in case of a PR event.

This training needs to be timely and targeted, and distinction is usually made between
functional, pre‐deployment and in‐theatre training, here ranked in growing order of both
specificity and time restraints. 

Sere – military preparation 
for isolating events08

Speaker and author:
Robin de Schepper
- SERE Instructor (Commando Training

Center)
- Ir (Con/Destruction)
- 2021 - PRCC GAO
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Multiple (international) staff courses specialise in providing staff members with the nec‐
essary battle rhythms and clearly stress the urgency of procedurally defining who holds
which authorities in case of a PR event. 

Recovery forces are usually either trained during specific PR exercises, such as an APROC,
or as a part of the training/didactic recovery at the end of ISOP training. Obviously, once
these forces are deployed in a recovery role, they will need to verify procedures with their
different insertion platforms and ensure that interaction with isolated personnel is pos‐
sible, regardless of nationality or weapon system, by means of extraction procedures and
interoperable communication systems. 

As third element, and focus of this extract, all deployed personnel need a certain level of
training, corresponding to the operational theatre’s requirements, to increase their
chances of being successfully recovered in case of isolation. This training, consisting of
practical skills, informative briefings and correctly using the provided equipment, is sum‐
marised under the acronym SERE (Survival – Evasion – Resistance – Extraction*). These
four umbrella terms contain several techniques and layers of proficiency that can be
called upon in case of emergency.

While the preparation of to‐be‐deployed troops is of course a national responsibility, and
national SERE schools are free to compose their own curriculum/course programs, NATO
does provide a backbone for such courses by defining three SERE training levels of in‐
creasing intensity (A/B/C) and notes the minimum training requirements per training
level. Due to the generic nature of these basic training programmes, they are ideally com‐
plemented by a specific pre‐deployment training that is tailored to the challenges of each
operational environment.

Survival deals firstly with facing immediate and long‐term threats to the individual. Gen‐
erally, this entails some version of managing the survival priorities (PLWF: Protection –
Location – Water – Food) in the type of environment one finds itself in. Some courses also
include skills such as threating injuries with a minimum of equipment, rifle skills or per‐
sonal defence techniques, as these can be deemed necessary for certain military profiles.
A second major focal point is self‐awareness, both physically and mentally. For the former,
students should recognize the tell‐tale signs and inherent dangers of several phenomena
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on the body such as cold, malnourishment and dehydration, on the other they should rec‐
ognize their mental state and be aware of the risks posed by demoralisation, fear and
anxiety.

Evasion is the act of remaining out of hostile control, usually either opting for a hole‐up
site, or making one’s way to potential areas of recovery, depending on the TTPs that are
in place. While seemingly simple, what starts as a standard navigation to get from A to B
can quickly become a series of high stakes decisions as extra elements are taken into con‐
sideration. Firstly, there is the status of the ISOP, as injury and lack of equipment can cre‐
ate a multitude of different problems. Secondly, the weather and type of terrain impose
certain restraints on the individuals’ movement and pace; it might for example not be op‐
portune to move during day hours because of high temperatures or visibility. Other fac‐
tors that can affect the evasion include the presence and attitude of the local population
towards our own and hostile forces, hostile capabilities (e.g. tracking dogs or drones) and
hostile TTPs (patrols or active searching). Clearly, evasion quickly becomes a complex
field when different layers of the operational theatre are taken into account.

Resistance is the banner term for dealing with captivity, and possibly, escape. Most of these
skills are given during Conduct after Capture training, which centres around the interac‐
tion between captor and captive, management of information, and the dynamic between
captives.

Extraction training focuses on the moment of recovery, by standardising and training the
interaction between recovery forces and isolated personnel. As the recovery is the most
dangerous moment of the PR chain, because of the high visibility and number of forces
on site that compromise the ISOP’s position, it is necessary to avoid any interoperability
issues or unexpected behaviour. Setting a standard for radio procedures, recovery posi‐
tion and behaviour avoids additional risk to either party involved.

Although the SERE acronym labels these categories clearly, there is a wide range of pos‐
sible topics that could be taught for each category. Even for each specific skill, there are
several methods that can be used to attain the objective. It suffices to take a look online
into the wide world of outdoor classes, survival TV‐shows and bush craft masters to see
the number of possible course topics. There are for example hundreds of methods to
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make a fire, yet due to time restraints, not all of these can be taught during a SERE course.
While the scope of SERE can be very large, training time is always limited. 

A useful criterion, therefore to use to decide what to teach in a SERE setting is to check if
a certain topic is effective, efficient, relevant and a priority. Does the skill work reliably? Is it
one of the better methods to perform the task? Is it directly related or useful in the theatre
the course attendees are going to be deployed in? Is there enough time to teach the topic
sufficiently, and is the topic important enough to take precedence over other items? If
the answer to one of these questions is “No”, then the instructors should probably – no
matter what their personal preference is – cut this item from their curriculum and focus
on items that are more crucial. SERE specialists should always carefully consider the op‐
erational reality and adapt accordingly. Often, skills that prove very practical in a certain
setting, are completely rendered moot in other areas, due to a change in environment or
population. Ultimately, as the clich’ goes, adaptation remains key.

* There is a small difference between the NATO definition (Survival – Evasion – Resistance – Extraction)
and the US definition (Survival – Evade – Resistance – Escape). Fundamentally, the trained skills differ
very little, as the target objective remains identical; they are simply placed under a different administrative
banner. As so often, the problem resides in the paperwork, rather than mindset.
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Summary

Mr. Steven Holland highlights the efficient prepara‐
tion, planning and execution of personnel recovery
operations from the military point of view, sharing
his first–hand knowledge of personnel recovery op‐
erations achieved in 13 tours of combat and 6 mili‐
tary recovery operations, which range from the
rescue of Jessica Lynch in the Iraqi war to recovery
events of downed helicopters in Afghanistan and re‐
covery actions in mountainous regions. Thus he
shares worthwhile and verified information in this
high‐interest area for leaders, planners and deci‐
sion‐makers. 

DOD Personnel Recovery 
Considerations in Combat

Personnel Recovery events provide stress and op‐
erational impact on the Battlefield. Personnel Re‐
covery is not a separate distinct operation, it is
imbedded in all operations. They can often draw na‐

tional public attention, as well as senior DOD/USG leader attention. We must also remember
that the Personnel Recovery event is not over after the “Recovery” but rather the fifth task
“Reintegrate”. Failure in Personnel Recovery can impact the attainment of National Goals
and Regional Efforts.  

The Five Critical Tasks of Personnel Recovery 

‐ Report – Begins with the recognition of an isolating event and ends when the appro‐
priate Command and Control authorities are informed. 

‐ Locate – Involves the effort taken to find and authenticate isolated personnel. It begins
upon recognition of the isolating event and continues until recovery. Can be one of the
most challenging tasks.

‐ Support – The support task involves supporting both the isolated person and the iso‐
lated person’s family. Support begins upon notification and of the isolating event and
ends with reintegration.

‐ Recover – Involves the coordinating actions and efforts of commanders and staffs,

Military personnel recovery09
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forces, and isolated personnel, to bring isolated personnel under the physical control
of friendly forces.  Begins with launching or redirecting forces or the engagement of
diplomatic of civil processes, and ends with the recovery element hands off the re‐
covered personnel to the reintegration team. 

‐ Reintegrate – Allows DOD to gather necessary intelligence and SERE information while
protecting the recovered persons mental, physical health and well‐being; as well as
reengaging with family, unit, and society to help the recovered person to return to
duty as expeditiously as possible. Begins with the handing off the recovered personnel
from the recovery element, and can end in phase I, II, or III, depending on the situation.  

The Personnel Recovery Operation “Jessica Lynch”

For the Successful Personnel Recovery Mission of POW Jessica Lynch the PR tasks coin‐
cide as follows:

Report: We had a validated report that an element of the 507th maintenance company had
a break in contact that resulted in an enemy ambush near the city of al Nasiriyah Iraq,
with confirmand hostages and casualties taken.

Locate: Interagency Intelligence assets provided the Recovery force with critical informa‐
tion on the area to include a pinpoint location of the Isolated Personnel (IP). 

Support: The asset was able to provide medical support to the IP as best as possible given
the situation. 

Recovery: The Special Operations Joint Task Force put together a daring plan that involved
a two‐pronged assault, one via Helicopter Assault Force (HAF) and one via a ground ve‐
hicle mounted assault. This proved to be vital in the recovery of the rest of the fallen an‐
gels. The Recovery force new that the IP was still alive so time was of the essence however
they had received reports that several other US casualties had passed away due to being
wounded in combat and were possibly buried in a small open area adjacent to the main
target building (Sadamm Hussein hospital). The Recovery force had to utilize their own
gortex bivi sacks to be used as field expedient body bags.  The initial part of the rescue
went as planed and rehearsed (even though the HAF took small arms fire and RPGs on
infill) quickly assaulting the main target building while conducting a faint on the sur‐

rounding areas. The IP was secured rather
quickly and trans‐loaded on a designated heli‐
copter that landed after the main target building
was secured; and flown away to an awaiting
fixed wing aircraft with medical team on board. 
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The rest of the night proved to be one that truly epitomized the Ranger Creed; “I will
never leave a fallen comrade to fall into the hands of the enemy”. The assault force found
2 fallen angels in the lower level morgue in the hospital, secured them and then went
outside to continue their search for the others. Upon reaching the small open area outside,
we were able to identify the location due to the smell. The assault force was pitted against
the time of sunrise quickly approaching in a couple hours as well as sporadic sniper and
mortar fire. Without any shovels, the Men had to drop to their hands and knees and dig
in that dirt with their bare hands, to excavate the fallen angels. The fallen service mem‐
bers were buried in thankfully 4‐foot deep graves. The smell and physical state of the
Fallen Angels was exasperating, and traumatizing.  Despite the odds, the Men recovered
all 8 Fallen Angels, from those shallow graves, trans‐loaded them on the vehicles and ex‐
filled as the sun was coming up. A total of 11 Service Members were recovered that night,
historic mission success.

Reintegration: POW Lynch had a long road for reintegration, lasting 6 months. She has
taken tremendous strides in her life coming to terms with her experience.

Closing thoughts

Personnel Recovery is a No Fail mission. The thing we must always remember is that no
matter how many you have participated in, they are all unique. When planning a recovery
mission the single most important thing that cannot be over looked is SECURITY. We must
try to not get tunnel vision on the IP(‘s). The atmospherics of terrain, mountainous, jungle,
urban, rolling fields, weather, local population, and the legal authorities in the environ‐
ment (DOD wartime Title 10, NATO Resolution, Tittle 22 Ambassador in a Sovereign Na‐
tion, ect. ect.) will dictate how and when you can operate.  Personnel Recovery in enemy
controlled mountainous terrain is especially hard, for multiple reasons. Altitude, weather,
hard moving in non‐level terrain, helicopter and vehicle limitations, specialized equip‐
ment, enemy advantage, ect. prove to be physical barriers to work through.  The Warrior
Ethos drives us all to not fail.
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Summary

The Expert Wolf Andreas form the German Berg‐
wacht promoted the exchange of knowledge and
experience in the field of cave rescue. He shared
his knowledge and made it tangible with the case
study of the Joint Riesending Cave Rescue Opera‐
tion in the German Alps. He was deeply involved
in the planning and execution phase in 2014, when
a seriously wounded person was successfully res‐
cued from a 1000 m deep cave. He highlights the
planning, preparation, execution and rehearsal is‐
sues of such an operation in a very tangible way.

Alert Phase

The alert came on 8th June 2014, at 2.40 pm, say‐
ing that a seriously injured person had been
trapped in the Riesending cave at a depth of
1000m. The person was unable to move. The infor‐
mation was given by a friend of the injured person
who had also been in the cave, and who made the
whole way out alone in order to go for help.

Cave rescue: joint riesending personnel
recovery operation10

Speaker and author:
Wolf Andreas
- Cave Rescue Expert (Bergwacht

Bayern)
- Operation Manager
- Vice President German

Speleological Federation
- Managing Director for Karst and

Cave science

Fig 1 – Mount Untersberg



Once there was a rough overview of the situation a service point in Markt Schellenberg,
the closest village to Mount Untersberg, was installed, and a 24‐hour shift system was
organized.

Additionally all the available helicopters in Southern Bavaria were blocked.

The rescue on the spot

The rescue on the spot began with German‐Austrian rescue teams, and later was extended
by a Swiss team. The task of these teams was to bring limited emergency medical aid to
the patient as fast as possible.

At 1.00 am, 24 hours after the accident, a mountain rescue doctor accompanied by res‐
cuers entered the cave. He was equipped with analgesics, dexamethasone, antibiotics,
ciprofloxacin and anticonvulsants, but not with invasive airway management, as the nec‐
essary oxygen logistics did not seem possible. However he, like some of the rescuers at
that time, was forced to turn back in the canyon below Bivouac 2 because the physical
and psychological strain was too great.
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Fig 3 and 4 – Impressions from the rescue team on the way and on the spot
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When the rescue teams arrived at the location of the casualty, the situation was like this:
‐ Head trauma and head injury grade III.
‐ Unresponsive/unconscious and not fit for transport.

The rescue teams gave first aid and made an emergency bivouac. A telephone connection
from the location of the casualty to the surface was not possible. A runner to transport
information needed more than 13 hours. 
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Fig 6 – Timeline of the operation
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In the following hours it was possible to bring a doctor to the casualty who made the patient
as fit for transport from a medical point of view as possible. The rescue under adverse cir‐
cumstances was organized in parallel and different means of transport were installed. 

The rescue was prepared and carried out in sections as seen in Fig. 5, and Fig. 6 shows
the timeline of the operation inside the cave. The first priority was always to stabilize
and maintain the health condition of the patient. 

The following pictures show some impressions of the transport in the sections, the means
of transport, and the different techniques which were used.

Management outside the cave 

Outside the cave a lot of organizational work was carried out: 

‐ Extension of logistics; 
‐ Cave rescuers from Italy and Croatia arrived and were integrated; 
‐ The infrastructure to/from and inside the cave was improved;
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‐ A stable communication system in the cave was installed;
‐ Operation control moved to the Berchtesgaden fire station; 
‐ The service point moved to the German Berchtesgaden military base; 
‐ Collaboration with different locations and organizations was increasingly improved

and standardized (see Fig 8).
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Routine phase:Transport in canyon

Fig 8 – Techniques in cave rescue

Fig 9 – Features and joint-players
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A substantial improvement on the organizational and management side was the new
service point in the German army barracks. The advantages of this solution were as fol‐
lows:

‐ Optimal infrastructure was available;
‐ The workers were protected from media and public spectators due to the guardsmen

and the restricted and controllable access to the barracks;
‐ Teams for procurement were installed;
‐ The army kitchen were able to provide the best support;
‐ A vehicle traction pool was installed;
‐ Checkpoint aviation;
‐ Flight control and pilot aviation;
‐ Fuel supply;
‐ Package; 
‐ Paymaster;
‐ Recreation programme for foreign rescue organizations;

Furthermore the crisis intervention process was implemented, providing mental first
aid to:

‐ The partner of the casualty;
‐ The members and families of the RD caving team;
‐ Stress prevention for the rescuers (2‐shift operation/monitoring rescuers/ initiation

of preventive measures).

Conclusion and Lessons Learned:
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Fig 10 – Features for successful operation
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General findings:
‐ Different players = Lack of comprehension –> as a conclusion of this, only operation

control give the orders – nobody else;
‐ Language skills are crucial for mutual understanding (unfortunately there are no stan‐

dards for such operations);
‐ Work in sections was a proper approach to use expert‐teams from different nations;
‐ Information for press and media is crucial;
‐ Professional press officer is very useful;
‐ Daily press conference at 2.00pm (~300 journalists) was very useful.

Facts & figures:
‐ 7 rescue organisations/5 nations;
‐ 728 rescuers;
‐ 4 helicopter operators/>150 flight hours;
‐ Good teamwork of rescuers/authorities/police etc.;
‐ Rescue length:  8–19 June 2014 (11 days, 10 h, 14 min);
‐ Operation length: 8 June 2014–2020 (cleaning operation up to 2020).
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Positive Negative

Highest level of willingness to help from rescue or-
ganizations, GOs, rescue teams and the local pop-
ulation

Problems of discipline:
- Hazards of air transports
- Erosion of decision-making authority
- Refusal to give material
- Rescuer/teams sent home !!
- Absolute order with small range

Active to be inactive – back up modes Rescuer: nobody asked them

Successful combined operation with different
players (see Fig 7) 

- Volunteers without cave rescue status
- Rescuers with drugs (painkillers etc.) and sick

certificate in cave/aviation

Fair reporting of the official press Rescuer without status of operation director

The casualty recovered, so the operation was ab-
solutely successful:
Positive patient constitution
- 10 days in hospital 
- 3 weeks rehabilitation phase
- 6 weeks integration phase
Fit for duty

Disaster tourism

Hard work by all involved /great effort Breach of discretion
- Digital material from foreign rescue teams onto

the web

No medical/technical/weather complications Polluted drinking water in cave

The experts from different nations worked excel-
lent within their given section (recommendation:
No mix within teams at hands-on level) 

Blockade of helicopter platform in no fly zone
Cave rescue as new topic difficult to transform
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Impressions

The following photos give some impressions of the improvements made during the rescue
operation.
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Communication: Cave link cabelless system Service point army barracks - general store

Service point army barracks - team orientation
workshop

Service point - cave entrace
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Post phase - cleaning operations 2014-2020 Press and public relations
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Summary

Franc Vodopivec (SVN) relates to his lessons
learned from the recovery operation at Chaperi
Ghar (3072 m) during his ISAF mission in 2005.
He was at this time part of the Special Operation
Task Unit (SOTU) and, with his team, he was the

first at the spot searching for survivors of the airplane crash. In his report he reflected
the situation and circumstances and shares his lessons learned and best practices
achieved under these circumstances. 

Background

On February 3, 2005, at around 15:30 Afghan local time, Kam Air Flight 904 was reported
missing. The aircraft was flying from Herat to Kabul International Airport. After initial
communication between the aircraft, Kabul ATC1 and Bagram Radar Approach Control,
the aircraft disappeared from radar. On board were 962 (973) passengers and 8 crew
members. 

An air search was not possible due to the severe weather. A ground search was initiated
by Afghan security and ISAF forces, but heavy snowstorms and low visibility hampered
any progress. The search intensified the next day but, as on the first day, the attempt was
not successful due to the severe weather conditions. The crash site was discovered in the
afternoon two days after the accident (February 5) by a Dutch AH‐64 flight. A vertical

1 Air Traffic Control
2 National Transport Safety Board report
3 Report on the investigation of into the crash of Kam Air B-737-200 Aircraft EX-037 

Personnel recovery in mountainous
terrain: case Chapehi Ghar,
Afghanistan, 200511

Fig 1 and 2 – Vertical stabilizer (from the South- Eastern side) and a Kam Air Boeing 737

Speaker and author:
Franc Vodopivec
- SOF
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stabilizer was spotted approximately 30km south‐east of Kabul on the mountain of
Chaperi Ghar (3072 m). The aircraft had struck the mountain near the crest, around 15
m from the summit. The ISAF4 activated additional ground troops together with Afghan
security forces with the mission of reaching the summit, but the deep snow from previous
storms, the rugged terrain and the high threat of mines would not allow success that day.

Slovenian SOTU5

At the time a SOTU from the Slovenian Special Operations Unit was operating as a LRT6 to‐
gether with a Canadian Recce Squadron in Camp Julien, Kabul. The SOTU was comprised
of ten NCO7 s: 

‐ Team commander, 
‐ Deputy team commander, 
‐ Two weapons and tactics specialists, 
‐ Two engineer specialists, 
‐ Two medical specialists, 
‐ Two communication specialists.  

The SOTU had operators with diverse knowledge and experience and, particularly rele‐
vant with regard to this situation, two SOTU members had knowledge and experience,
with civilian certification, of mountain rescue operations. 

4 International Security and Assistance Forces
5 Special Operations Task Unit
6 Light Reconnaissance Team
7 Non-Commissioned Officer 
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Planning

A WARNORD8 from higher HQ9 with minimal intelligence was given to the SOTU the day
after the aircraft went missing. The mission was simple: conduct a search and rescue op‐
eration in order to locate the crash site with the intent of providing care to any possible
survivors. Immediately upon receiving the WARNORD, the SOTU began planning for the
mission. The situation prevented the full planning process, but despite the urgency we
finished the plan, prepared the equipment and were ready for mission execution in about
two hours. The planning process was conducted as an abbreviated TLP10:

1. Mission received.  
2. WARNORD issued. 
3. Tentative plan made.
4. Reconnaissance. 
5. Plan finalized. 
6. OPORD issued11. 
7. Plan supervised and refined.

Since the crash site had not yet been identified, the SOTU predicted the general area of the
possible accident based on the available intelligence and a map analysis. According to the
tactical situation and weather conditions, the plan was to move on foot and be self‐sufficient
for three days. Each member was to carry around 40kg of equipment. Along with the stan‐
dard equipment for all missions, cold weather gear, extra ammunition and a mine detector
– which was also standard equipment – the SOTU packed extra medical material, stretchers,
ropes and climbing equipment. The SOTU planned to use snowshoes for easier movement
in deep snow, but unfortunately this equipment could not be procured. 

When the Dutch AH‐64s discovered the wreckage, the mission was changed from search
and rescue to a recovery mission. Foot movement changed to helicopter transport straight
to the crash site. This change consequently affected the task organization and necessary
equipment. The SOTU was divided into two mirrored self‐sufficient teams (one team per
helicopter) and equipment needed to be stripped to a bare minimum; they carried only
ammunition, mine detectors, communication equipment, water, basic medical kits,
stretchers and minimum cold weather gear. From initial heavy rucksacks, the SOTU mem‐
bers ended up with approximately 15 kg of equipment.

First attempt

In the afternoon of February 5, the SOTU was picked up from home base by two Turkish
UH‐60 helicopters. Due to the rapid changes in the cloud ceiling, and after several unsuc‐

8 Warning order
9 Headquarter
10 Troop leading procedure
11 Operational order
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cessful attempts to reach the summit, the decision was made to land on the eastern side
of Chaperi Ghar. The deep snow prevented a landing, so the SOTU members jumped out
of the hovering helicopters. The disembarkation point was to be the closest area to the
crash site reached so far. Due to the snowstorms and heavy winds in the previous days,
the depth of the snow cover was from a few centimetres to more than a metre. The first
thing realized on the ground was that GPS did not work, coupled with the snow, rugged
terrain and mine threats, would slow the SOTU down even more. The GPS position dis‐
played was very inaccurate, comparing it to the map and the actual terrain. Since this sit‐
uation had happened before, the SOTU mostly relied on ISAF‐issued 1:50,000 and old
(but very detailed and precise) Russian 1:100,000 maps. 

Due to the hasty change in the LZ (landing zone), the original plan had to be changed
again, with the mission now being to find the access point onto the mountain. From a dis‐
tance it was clear that the eastern side access was not perfect, but with a few hours of
non‐technical climbing it would be possible to reach the summit. 

After approximately two hours on the ground and only a couple of hundred metres closer
to the base of the mountain, night was approaching, and the weather began to change
quickly from workable to worse. Besides having only minimal equipment, the conditions
were the main reasons for higher HQ to decide to abort the mission. The SOTU found an
appropriate LZ – although for one helicopter at a time only – on top of a small hill where
the snow had blown away. After a mine check and LZ brief for the helicopter crews, the
helicopter picked up one team at a time, and the SOTU was transported back to base. 
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Fig 6 and 7 – Movement toward base of Chaperi Ghar
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During an exchange of the observed situation from the air and the ground between the
helicopter crews and the SOTU, the joint conclusion was that it would be extremely dif‐
ficult to land helicopters on top of the mountain. Most probably only very well‐versed
and experienced pilots (which the Turkish pilots definitely were) could do it safely (alti‐
tude, unknown composition and depth of snow cover, uneven and steeply climbing ter‐
rain, small LZ, possible mine threat, low position of main rotor, etc.).

Second attempt

Due to the constantly changing weather conditions and short windows of opportunity
for landing, the SOTU moved to the helicopter base at Kabul International Airport early
the next morning. The helicopters designated for the mission were changed from UH‐60s
to Spanish Pumas. For additional support the SOTU also had two Dutch AH‐64s assigned
to them. 

Despite February 6 being a whole day of constantly changing weather conditions, the
SOTU was able to mount one attempt, which unfortunately had to be aborted before even
reaching the area of Chaperi Ghar. 

Meanwhile Afghan and ISAF forces were unable to reach the base of the mountain on
foot. Because the families of the passengers and the local populace were becoming nerv‐
ous, and tensions were mounting with signs of possible demonstrations and attempts to
reach the crash site by local villagers, all the main routes around the mountain were
blocked by security forces.

Time for additional planning 

During the long wait for the weather to improve, the SOTU joined with the helicopter
crews and improved the mission plan, taking into consideration the additional most dan‐
gerous and most probable courses of action. The finalized plan was an improvement on
the previous one, since all the key players were in the same place and were able to present
their method of operating and their perspective. This was warranty that everybody would
be able to act quickly and without unnecessary friction if the situation started to change
drastically. The plan was to be executed in four phases:

- Phase I: Infiltration (air movement towards the crash site): 

‐ Choosing the most appropriate LZ. 
‐ Landing – most probably without or just partial touch‐down.
‐ Rapid scan for mine threats.
‐ Exiting first helicopter.
‐ RAPID scan of immediate area for snow situation (depth, composition, avalanche

possibility,etc.). 
‐ Guiding in and assisting the second helicopter for second team drop‐off. 
‐ Finding the most appropriate direction towards the vertical stabilizer.
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- Phase II: Actions on the objective:
‐ Checking the area in all directions around the vertical stabilizer for possible sur‐

vivors.
‐ Providing medical help and assistance to possible survivors. 
‐ Documenting the crash site. 
‐ Choosing and preparing a LZ.

- Phase III: Exfiltration: 
‐ Guiding and advising helicopter crews for landing. 
‐ Loading possible survivors and SOTU members. 
‐ Transport back to base.

- Phase IV: Debrief with the appropriate authorities and handing over photographic mate-
rial.

Contingencies: 
‐ Unable to land helicopter – hover exit. 
‐ Unable to lower the helicopter to appropriate height for SOTU members to jump from

hovering helicopter – rappelling.
‐ Avalanche ‐ pray it does not happen during touch‐down or during exiting the helicop‐

ter.
‐ Mine explosion ‐ take care of casualty and MEDEVAC to hospital.
‐ Several critically injured survivors ‐ triage and call for reinforcements.
‐ Unable to find appropriate LZ ‐ find safest way down the mountain on foot.
‐ Quick weather change ‐ make shelter in old Russian OPs waiting for front to pass.

Reaching the crash site

The next day, after an early departure from home base, the weather forecast was not per‐
fect, but it was the best in several days. Around 08:00 in the morning the weather finally
opened up, allowing the SOTU and the helicopters to launch another attempt. From the
helicopters it was possible to see into the area of mountain peaks. Since Chaperi Ghar is
one of the highest peaks in that area, it seemed that its summit was above the clouds.
When the helicopters began to circle around Chaperi Ghar, the familiar image of the ver‐
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tical stabilizer, known from the picture taken by the Dutch AH‐64 crews two days earlier,
appeared. 

Looking along the ridge line it probably became immediately clear to everybody that get‐
ting close to the ground and exiting the helicopter without difficulties would be “one hell
of a task”. After a few circles around the summit searching for an appropriate LZ, to get
closer to the ground without sinking the helicopter deep into the snow or hitting rocks
with the main rotor, the pilot managed to find an appropriate spot. The chosen LZ was
on a narrow saddle a few metres away from the eastern edge of the mountain. The width
of the ridge line on the saddle was less than 100m, with maybe only 15m of semi‐flat
area; after 15m the terrain began to tilt to a very steep slope on the western side. Luckily
the leading helicopter had ski mounts on its landing wheels. Due to the steep terrain on
the western side and cliffs on the east, the very skilled pilot had to put in a lot of effort in
several attempts before he finally landed, most probably firmly touching the snow with
the front wheel only. It seemed that the helicopter was in a semi‐hover position with full
throttle. Because of this the team began to exit the helicopter as quickly as possible; this
meant the feeling was that the SOTU was jumping from a much higher than normal height. 
The first SOTU member sank chest deep into the snow, almost unable to move forward.
As he was then blocking the most direct way, the other team members jumped to the left
and right of him. Almost subconsciously assessing the situation, the intuitive decision
was made to change the plan. Instead of putting both teams on the ground, the second
team landing was aborted. As soon as the change was confirmed, another realization
came –both cameras (essential items) were on the other helicopter. Luckily the medical
specialist had a spare camera on his person which was a big relief. After the whole team
had been on the ground for a few seconds, they began to trudge uphill though the deep
snow. Because they exited the helicopter and started moving really quickly, the helicopter
did not take off immediately, and it felt as if the rotor blades were dangerously close to
the SOTU members’ heads. 

For the first couple of metres the SOTU members were more than waist deep in snow.
But soon after they started moving, they could feel the plane’s debris underneath their
feet, covered by a thick snow blanket. 
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This was welcomed, at least at first, until one slid back into waist deep snow between
scattered parts of the plane. For this reason movement was slow, even though the SOTU
wanted to get onto the ridge line, away from the area at risk of avalanche, as quickly as
possible. During the movement, the point man was changed about every 50 m. Changing
the point man on uncharted terrain was the SOTU’s standard practice during patrols due
to the threat of mines; another reason on the mountain was to prevent the point man get‐
ting tired too quickly. In situations like this, energy conservation can be life‐saving.

The general depth of snow cover was probably around two metres or more; it was very
varied because the wind had affected the exposed peak in the previous days. Because it
was still morning, the temperature measured with a pocket weather station was 26°C
below zero. Besides the cold felt on the face, the effect of the cold could be seen on the
Camel bag hoses, since the water in them froze half‐way to the vertical stabilizer. Luckily
there was almost no wind.

From the LZ to the vertical stabilizer was 200–300 m. At around 50 m – already away
from the saddle – from first destination, the rucksacks were dropped for easier move‐
ment. Closer to the ridge line, more and more airplane parts appeared under the SOTU
members’ feet, and there was a strong smell of kerosene. Because of the high density of
scattered plane parts, it was possible to move on top of them sliding down into deep snow
from time to time. At the vertical stabilizer, looking down slope towards Kabul from a dif‐
ferent perspective, the wreckage, mixed with luggage and personal belongings, could be
clearly seen just beneath the snow. Now, even more than from the air, it became clear to
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Fiig 11 and 12 – The vertical stabilizer



the SOTU members judging the scene that any survivors or even whole bodies would be
nothing short of a miracle.

On top of the ridge towards the saddle (LZ), finishing scanning the area around the ver‐
tical stabilizer looking for human remains, and taking photos for the debrief continued.
It was possible to spot holes in the snow melted around some plane parts, with smoke
coming out. The fuselage was spotted on the eastern side of mountain in the valley below,
mostly covered with snow. Further down the ridge spatters of blood were observed, just
beneath the disturbed snow caused by the SOTU’s movement. On closer inspection more
small pieces of human remains were discovered. 

Proceeding back down towards the saddle, the human remains became more frequent.
Because of the impact force during the crash, the passengers on board almost disinte‐
grated and their remains were scattered all over the impact area. 

Almost immediately after landing radio calls began. At times the SOTU worked all four
stations almost simultaneously, explaining who the on‐scene commander was, and what
his authority was. Because of the pressure mounting from the locals, the crash victims’
family members and Afghan politicians in recent days, everybody wanted a full picture
of the situation. Given the conditions on the mountain, this was from time to time an ad‐
ditional strain, but despite the situation the SOTU managed to send all the necessary in‐
formation at appropriate times to all parties. 
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After about an hour and a half an area of approximately 150 square metres had been
searched. Most of the wreckage and human remains were located in this area. Meanwhile
the Dutch AH‐64s were providing air cover and also acting as a relay station for commu‐
nication when necessary. Before choosing an LZ, the AH‐64s had to go back to base to re‐
fuel. Approximately halfway through the hardening of the LZ surface, an Afghan Mi‐17
appeared with intentions to land. Since the orders were to not allow anyone else on the
mountain, attempts to wave him off were made. After realizing that the helicopter would
not be allowed to land, the door gunner opened the side door and began to push a PKM
out of the doors aiming towards the SOTU. When a more aggressive stance was made,
the pilot changed his mind and flew away. 

Soon after this incident, the AH‐64s returned from refuelling. After the LZ had been pre‐
pared, a call for extraction was sent. Because the pilots were waiting, ready for the ex‐
traction call, it did not take long for the Spanish Puma to fully land at the LZ. Meanwhile
the gear was checked and preparations for extraction were finalized. 

For the next few days, the Slovenian SOTU would be the only one at the crash site. Afghan
forces tried several times to reach the crash site, with their closest contact to the summit
once being stopped by severe weather and another time by a mine explosion, which killed
one soldier and wounded others. 

From the crash site the SOTU was taken back to conduct briefs and hand over pictures taken
on the mountain. There were several briefs throughout the day. In the evening there was a
final brief for the Afghan government and high political and military representatives.

Overview of the mission

From the ground perspective the overall mission was a complete success. Thanks to the
SOTU members’ high motivation and professionalism, and because it consisted of mem‐
bers who had worked together for a long while and knew each other well, each having a
mission‐first mentality, there were no significant setbacks in the entire process. Being
professional, knowing the mission and having individual tasks during all phases of the
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operation enabled the SOTU to be flexible and smoothly adapted to the new situation.
Their knowledge and experience from the civilian world contributed to their success,
since the SOTU was not specifically trained in high altitude search and rescue. With a
wide range of fundamental knowledge it was possible to gain a realistic sense of the sit‐
uation and form a workable plan. Working with and getting to know the supporting ele‐
ments greatly contributed to the mission’s success. 

Good practice and lessons identified

Planning and preparations:

‐ The importance of a synchronized team with a good knowledge of the planning
process in order to be able to tailor the planning process with regard to scarce intel‐
ligence inputs, time constraints and uncertainty.

‐ Under time constraints, the leader and his deputy form a general mental plan, and
present it to the SOTU members for discussion and improvement from specialists. 

‐ Since the SOTU had two identical teams, individuals can be tasked as liaison, checking
and preparing equipment, and so on.

‐ The most experienced member should “shoulder surf” the SOTU’s way of thinking,
looking for obvious mental traps and group think.

‐ The plan should be specific but flexible, with contingencies to allow for rapid changes.
‐ Essential items should be checked twice.
‐ If possible bring all players at the same place at least before the execution, for mission

brief and rehearsals.
‐ All involved must know what authority the on‐scene commander has. 
‐ Trust in oneself and one’s team members.
‐ Use the available time for planning wisely.

Execution:

‐ Be prepared to adapt to the situation and improvise without compromising safety
(risks versus benefits).

‐ In an unknown situation in a white‐out, things seem different to what they actually are.
‐ Luck can contribute to the mission’s success, but don’t rely on it – plan.
‐ Make a reporting plan and procedure according to priorities.
‐ Use multiple channels of communication, with back‐up through a centralized node. 
‐ Every member must know his tasks.
‐ Have liaison on stand‐by for coordination between different levels. 
‐ If possible get a “bigger picture” for better situational awareness.
‐ Don’t strain individuals too much – disperse efforts to conserve energy.
‐ Have knowledge and experience to be able to improvise.

A good working relationship with the supporting elements is essential.
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Summary

Ms Sabrina Grillitsch was selected for the Austrian
Team in a Race to the South Pole. In this Race an
Austrian and German Team competed over a Dis‐
tance of 400 km, at minus 35 degrees Celsius and
the highest mountainous altitude up to 3000m
above sea level.

The lecture stressed personal experience gained
during this race in adverse terrain and environment.

Race to the South Pole

The race to the South Pole was a race between an
Austrian and a German team, each consisting of
two celebrities and two participants selected by
the broadcasters from 9000 applicants.

The teams competed against each other in the
Antarctic at minus 35 degrees Celsius, at a 400‐kilometre route to the South Pole. The
starting point was the Novolasarewskaya (“Novo”) station, where the groups acclimatized
by walking on to the Antarctic Highlands of Queen Maud.

The German team comprised TV presenter Markus Lanz and the musician Joey Kelly, with
the marathon runner Claudia Beitsch and Captain Dennis Lehnert chosen as team mem‐
bers through the selection process. 

The south pole race – experience and
lessons learned in recovery in extreme
adverse terrain12

Speaker and author:
Sabrina Grillitsch
- Finished South Pole Race in 2011
- AUT Armed Forces

Fig 1 – German Team Fig 2 – Austrian Team
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The Austrian team consisted of the former ski racer Hermann Maier and the radio pre‐
senter Tom Walek, with team members Gebirgsjäger‐sergant Sabrina Grillitsch and
Alexander Serdjukov, a dog sled athlete.

Although the participant Alexander Serdyukov had to end his race prematurely due to
frostbites, the Austrian team reached the South Pole 45 hours before the German team.
The acclimatization consisted of three days of rest in the tent, because in moving from
the South African +35 degrees Celsius to ‐35 degrees Celsius the body reacts with chills,
headaches, fever etc. Thereafter an approximately 120 km long march was used for team‐
building. The Austrian team quickly learned that everyone must do everything. A rigid
division of chores does not work since it is always the strongest has to start melting snow;
at ‐35 degrees you need water to get water, so some water always had to be retained. The
rest of the team rested.

We shortened the day to 20 h because the sun shines for 24 h anyway at that time of the
year. Of those 20 h, we walked for 16h and rested for 4 h in our tent.

We kept food in our pockets to eat while marching. We also took a 10 min break every 50
minutes (50:10 principle). Despite eating all the time, I lost 21 kg.

The altitude of about 2800–3000 m and the cold from ‐35–56 degrees Celsius requires a
lot of energy – about 9000 cal per day.

But the most difficult issue was the mind – 70 % mind 30 % fitness! With little sleep and
constant glare from the sun, it was very difficult to orientate without a mark. The flexible
distribution of weight was a necessity. If someone walked too fast, the slower ones passed
on weight in order to always walk at the same pace.

The fact that no rescue was possible in bad weather made it very clear that injuries had
to be avoided.

The television team also increased stress, since a functioning team appears boring on tel‐
evision. We were able to deal with them well, but because Alex’s fingers developed serious
frost bites, it got a bit more exciting and we had to move on 68km to the halfway check‐
point to have a doctor attend him. The Germans had a bit of unrest within their team
when it came to cooking and marching tactics.

The tent routine is decisive for victory or defeat since boiling water and eating takes up
the most time and that can never be done by just one person. This was the reason why
the German team had such a large delay; almost two days slower than our team.

We were even able to march another 75km to the final destination or the South Pole – it
took us 8 days.
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Lessons Learned

‐ In extreme circumstances it is crucial to act as a team.
‐ Mutual understanding is important while discussion costs energy.
‐ Teambuilding is more important than team arguing. In a functional team “All are cap‐

tains and all are crews, but nevertheless nobody is in doubt who is the chief on
board”(Amundsen, 1911).

‐ Maintenance of oneself and the material is essential: when there is a damage it is too
late and there is almost no change to recover. “at – 35° mistakes are not forgiven”.
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Summary

The author was the leader and presenter of the in‐
ternational patrol which displayed a Personnel Re‐
covery scenario in mountainous terrain as a
practical part of the congress. In solving this prob‐
lem he used the conventional mountaineering
skillset in combination with advanced high tech‐
nological assets like an electronical winch, the
“Recce Drone” and even a “flying supporter”. It was
shown that the mountaineering proficiency and
new technology developments work complemen‐
tary. The article emphasizes some need‐to‐know
aspects in solving a problem within a Personnel
Recovery scenario in mountainous terrain.

Introduction

Deep gorges and ravines can be found all over the
globe. These natural phenomena are usually at‐
tractive tor tourists, hikers and adrenaline seekers,

but the military finds these places unpleasant due to their significant impact on movabil‐
ity as well as their high potential for accidents. These natural barriers need to be tactically
considered, as they mostly present inaccessibility and canalization on the one hand, and
places with wild water torrents and mudslides or avalanches on the other. Soldiers, pack
animals and motorized convoys are always in a great danger of falling into when moving
on roads and paths carved into the rock high up on their steep slopes. In civilian life
dozens of fatal accidents happen every year worldwide. Rescue from deep gorges and
ravines presents one of the most challenging activities for rescue teams, no matter
whether the accident happened at lower or higher altitudes.

What is the problem?

Gorges are natural hydrological features of a landscape which can be found between hills
or mountains. Mostly they are formed by rapid waters flowing through hard, compact
layers of rock, breaking and eroding them, usually in the upper part of the water flow.
Due to the way they are formed, the side slopes are often very steep or even vertical, and
sometimes covered with vegetation which makes them even harder to access. These fea‐

Rescue techniques from deep gorges
and ravines13

Presenter at Field Trip and author:
Rafael Kolbl
- Staff assistant NATO MW COE
- Military Mountain Guide
- Mountain Rescuer
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tures can provide some significant problems in the event of rescue, such as identifying
the exact location, vertical distances, safety problems for descending rescuers, and the
safety of the casualties endangered by unstable material on steep slopes. Gorges are nar‐
row in cross‐section and therefore prone to sudden flooding, especially, as it is very likely
that the accident will have occurred in bad weather conditions. Flash floods present an
extreme danger to all involved in rescue action, which means that some kind of alert or
warning system need to be set on time.

Rescue actions in deep gorges

A gorge is typically any narrow or deep valley between tall slabs of steep rock on either
side, with a source of water flowing through the bottom of the valley1.  Other deep valleys
and canyons may not contain water streams on their valley floor. This does not make
much difference to rescue actions in such land formations. The fact is, that any narrow
and deep depression forces us to act in uniquely way using some typical methods, tech‐
niques and equipment to efficiently and safely complete the recovery of those involved
in the accident.

Gorges worldwide vary in size, formation, vegetation, and steepness of slopes. The rescue
mission depends therefore on:
‐ The type of an accident (vehicles and machinery, people, animals);
‐ The size and dimensions on the accident location (width and depth);
‐ The accessibility and possibility of the use of variable rescue assets and techniques

(cranes on wheels, helicopters, human rescue teams).

Each type of rescue mission has its limitations, which hampers the use of modern tech‐
niques and saves time:
‐ Heavy wheeled cranes can only be used when infrastructure allows the access of this

heavy machinery. Even if it is possible, a mechnical recovery demands significant ef‐
forts and dangerous work of a crew on the spot;

1 https://gorges-geoforms.weebly.com/what-are-gorges.html (Feb. 2021)
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Fig 1 – Taroko Gorge road, Taiwan
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‐ Extreme depth, dense vegetation or bad weather conditions limit the use of helicopters;
‐ Dense vegetation and unstable rock slopes limit the classic means of access and evac‐

uation; 
‐ Huge dimensions of the gorge (distance between opposite slopes and deepness) limit

the use of the rope “crane‐system” (Tyrolean Traverse);
‐ The current tactical situation.

Traverse and rope crane system

Most rescue activities have no scientific basis but are founded upon the highest level of
experience and knowledge of rescue systems and devices, and are due to the different,
specific conditions are managed on a unique case‐by‐case basis. Any rescue action there‐
fore demands a comprehensive approach by a rescue team and preparations directly on
the spot. To present all the aspects of such a team work, I will describe the recovery action
presented on this year´s MW Congress Field Trip.

Tactical situation: 

In a stability operation a patrol is ambushed and attacked by a group of insurgents. The
commanding officer immediately orders forces to protect the location and sends a drone
to check the area for possible further threats. The drone is then sent to check the gorge
to locate one missing soldier. When the injured soldier is located, Group “Oscar” build an
anchor point and begin a rope descent into the gorge (Image 2). They stabilize the injured
soldier and a part of the team climbs up the other side to prepare the anchor point for
the traverse ropes. Group “Papa” prepares another anchor point on the road side. Ropes
are then pulled across the gorge and tightened (Fig 3).
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A rescuer with rescue litters (UT 2000) is attached to ropes stretched across the gorge
and positioned above the casualty. He is then lowered down to pick up the injured soldier 

and hauled back up to a safe place by using battery‐powered hauling device, ActSafe (Fig
4 and 5). When both are back on the road, the forward medic personnel take over the ca‐
sualty, but happen to be short on IV infusion. The commanding officer calls HQ for im‐
mediate delivery of an infusion, which is done in minutes by a flying supporter “rocket
man” (Fig 6 and 7). This action successfully concludes the recovery mission.

Technical point of view

When access to a casualty can only be achieved by aerial ropeway, and the use of a heli‐
copter is not feasible, a “Tyrolean Traverse” with a rope crane‐system can be used to fa‐
cilitate access and evacuation. At the very beginning it is necessary to know whether the
dimensions of the gorge are within the limits of length of the available ropes. The con‐
struction of an extremely complex rope system, and can be built and carried out only by
highly trained mountain infantry soldiers.
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Fig 5 – ActSafe ascender
(Skylotec)

Fig 7 – “Rocket man”Fig 6 – Medical care
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The “Tyrolean Crane-System” consists of:

‐ Anchors: fixed points on the ground, temporarily built to provide solid and safe fixation
for all rope installations. They can be built on various ground features, generally in a
close proximity to the accident site. They must:

‐ Ensure bomb proof load capacity (min. 25 kN);
‐ Be easy to install (tree, rock boulder, expansion bolts);
‐ Use less material needed (long sling + a few karabiners).

‐ Rescue team: Recovery from deep gorges is a highly demanding procedure with high
potential for accidents. The team must be of best qualified experts in rope techniques
and movement in extremely difficult terrain to guarantee efficiency and all possible
safety to both team members and casualties. The team must have: 
‐ As much as 8–10 team members;
‐ Expertise in anchors, rope rescue techniques, lowering/hauling devices and pro‐

cedures;
‐ Knowledge of first aid and transportation of the injured;
‐ Skills in movement in mountainous (difficult) terrain.

‐ Safety/protection: In a tactical situation all protective measures must be taken. Along‐
side all the accidental risks, the enemy threat can hamper or even jeopardize the suc‐
cess of the recovery mission. Only highly trained teams can execute this kind of
mission. The threats include:
‐ Enemy threat/fire;
‐ Accessibility (by any means of movability);
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‐ Unstable terrain (loose rocks, muddy slopes, snow avalanches);
‐ Wild water torrents at the bottom of the gorge;
‐ A relatively time‐consuming mission threatens the injured further.

‐ Locating/surveillance: Deep gorges with densely vegetated slopes limit the overview of
the actual location of casualties. In this case the use of UASs (drones) can be very help‐
ful to pinpoint the exact location, check the current situation and help to supervise
the whole execution. To ensure the overall needs for power supply (electric chargers,
reflector lights, etc.) a powerful source of electricity must be organized.

New, powerful battery‐powered devices can be used to ease the hauling of casualties
from deep, inaccessible gorges. Today´s presentation gives a closer look at ActSafe
battery‐powered hauling device. This still needs a proper rope system to bring the
rescue members to the site of the injured party.

‐ Material needed for the system: 
‐ Anchors (spits, pitons, slings, locking karabiners);
‐ Combination of bridging ropes (2 static ropes plus blocking system);
‐ Lowering/hauling rope (static rope);
‐ Manoeuvering rope (back and forth – static rope plus blocking system);
‐ Safety rope for rescuer (dynamic rope);
‐ Pulleys (Kootenay, Twin, etc.) and Paw rigging plates;
‐ Hauling device (ActSafe TCXII Urban Assault ascender);
‐ Rescue litters (UT 2000).

Conclusion

Commanders on missions in compartmentalized (mountainous) terrain should consider
and plan all kinds of recovery actions – with or without aerial support. Proper planning
and capabilities, with highly trained and equipped troops, can lead to the accomplishment
of the mission, and ensure we follow the concept:

“Leave no one behind”...

References:

- STANAG 2605 (ATP-3.2.1) ALLIED LAND TACTICS
- STANAG 2552 (ATP 3.3.9.2) SEARCH AND RESCUE
- https://www.skylotec.com/eu_en/actsafe-tcxii-urban-assault-poa-013.html (Oct. 2021);
- http://www.actsafe.se/ (Oct. 2021)
- https://www.petzl.com/US/en/Professional/Evacuation-by-Tyrolean-traverse?ActivityName=Technical-

rescue (Oct. 2021);
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Summary

The author and an international team of soldiers
presented a quick technological solution of rescue
which can be suitable for rescuing casualties out of
a cave, a gorge or even out of crevasses.  The work
mode of technological system was shown and the
needed training and education level was high‐
lighted.

Introduction

When, due to weather and terrain conditions, the
use of ground or aerial machinery is not possible –
access is allowed only by foot march. The entire ac‐
tion is recommended to be carried out by specially
trained mountain experts1. 

In all tactical operations, the security of the location
is a key priority prior to conducting the rescue op‐
eration. The safety of all personnel involved is the

number one priority of every rescuing operation. The rescuing team must consider all safety
measures and also recognize all potential objective and subjective hazards on terrain. Only
certified and regularly checked equipment should be used for the operation. The rescue
operation with this system can be performed almost in any kind of terrain and weather. 

Usually the locations of rescuing operations are very remote and difficult to access. 

Terrain and weather play a crucial role in every operation. Locating the victim is a demand‐
ing operation in itself. For search and rescue the team can use the assistance of helicopters
or drones for locating the victim if the weather makes it possible. Transport of the rescuing
system to the location consumes most of the time and energy. 

1 The Expert Level is the most advanced standard of military mountaineering. It covers expert skills for a wide variety
of mountain environments up to extreme difficult terrain and extremely high mountains. The Expert Level includes
the basic and advanced level as well as additional commanding designated tasks, mountain guiding, providing
training, supervising, advising and consulting abilities (according to AtrainP-6  Point 6.1.1.3.)

Rescue techniques from caves; 
Crevasses “Ortles Winch Stelvio 
Fishing Pole”14
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Rescue from deep gorges and caves

Recovery from deep gorges and caves is a highly demanding procedure with a high potential
of accidental risks. The team should consist of best qualified experts in rope techniques
and movement in extremely difficult terrain to guarantee efficiency and all possible safety
to team members and the injured ones.  The following needs should be pointed out:

‐ Only qualified soldier must operate in this rescuing system. 
‐ A minimum of three soldiers is needed to set up the system.
‐ For the whole rescuing operation, a team of 4 qualified2 soldiers is required (rescuer

and 3 soldiers managing the system).

The “Ortles Winch Stelvio Fishing Pole” (Ortles) is used in vertical rescuing operations for
lowering and lifting rescuers and victims. It can be used to rescue victims from caves, steep
terrain, gorges and crevasses. 

Only half static ropes are used for this system (100 m long, 10–11 mm in diameter). The
“Ortles” winch can be operated by two persons or with the help of a battery‐powered elec‐
tric machine with two lifting speeds. The maximum workload is 200 kg and a minimum of 

2 The Basic Level covers the “-User Level-” of the equipment and the “-Follower-level-” in mountaineering and Moun-
tain Warfare techniques (self-defence). This Basic Individual Training is required for all military personnel, regard-
less of rank, and civilians operating in a Mountain Warfare environment. 

The Advanced Level covers the required standard of moving, fighting and surviving in difficult terrain, and in some
cases, a special kind of “-Enabler/Helper Level-”. 

The Expert Level covers the “-Adviser-Level-” and enables also to lead and fulfill military mountainous challenges
and tactical tasks in all mountainous terrain. In general, it is the level of a military mountain guide, a military moun-
tain leader or a similar national or international qualification of proficiency and knowledge that meets the stan-
dards set in the training module for experts (cp. 6.1.1.3.). 

The basic principle on all levels is “train to standard”. The standards on the different levels are a minimum of techni-
cal skills and knowledge to achieve the capability to move, survive and fight in easy mountainous, difficult or ex-
tremely difficult mountainous terrain.

NATO MOUNTAIN WARFARE CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

Fig 1 – Operation ISAF
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3 persons are needed for lowering or hauling the victim. New powerful battery‐powered
devices can be used to ease the hauling. 

The Fishing Pole Stelvio, to be used together with the Ortles winch, can be placed on rock
or crack edge allowing the recovery or the dropping of the load directly in the empty space,
thus avoiding any rope scratching on the rock or on the ice, which would cause dangerous
frictions. The Stelvio Fishing Pole is a tubular rod made of light aluminum alloy. It weighs
8 kg, is 2 m long and can be disassembled into two pieces. The sack supplied with it allows
to carry it also on one’s back. The pole is fastened through a universal joint to a small‐size
punched plate for fastening it to the ground. The tab on the rest plate can be used, inserting
a snap link, for sending back the rope during the recovery operation.

First of all assemble the two pieces of the pole by inserting them one in the other. Then in‐
sert the Ortles winch plate in the two fixed tongues in the lower sector where the hole is
placed, insert the screw with the hand lever in the threaded bush (slightly move the plate
to make the going in easier), screw two or three turns. Do the same in the two upper
tongues, then screw tight without forcing too much. 

Congress Book to the 3rd NATO Mountain Warfare Congress

Fig 4 – Stelvio Fishing Pole Winch
System

Fig 3 – Stelvio Fishing Pole Winch System
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After assembling the Ortles winch, position the pole so that its upper end is as close to
the vertical of the dropping point as possible in order to avoid dangerous oscillations
during the dropping or the rescue. Now the winch is ready for being fastened to the
ground through appropriate anchor devices (screw anchors, nails etc.). A special larger‐
size plate can be combined with the small plate in case of soft ground, such as snow,
meadow etc.

The Ortles is composed of a plate made of aluminum alloy with holes for inserting the
anchor snap links, two speeds winding winch for textile ropes only complete with self‐
tailing, two hand levers for operating it, a fixed ascender and another one with sewn tape,
and a rope guide pulley with ball bearing. The clockwise rotation gives a 1:6 ration.

Normally used when the weight to be lifted is considerable. The counterclockwise rota‐
tion gives a 1:2 ratio. To be used when the weight to be lifted is lighter. The Ortles winch
has been designed and tested (assembled both on the fishing pole and on the rest plates)
for dropping or lifting two persons at the same time (standard weight 200 kg). 

Anchors are fixed points on the ground to assure safe fixation of all rope installations.
For the “Ortles” System we are able to use anchors as follows:

‐ Trees, rocks or even vehicles.
‐ The base plates of the system has to be fixed to the ground with the expansion bolts.
‐ Both part of the base plate and the winch are used to fix the winch system to be fixed

independently of each other. With the horizontal winch fixation, the distance between
the edge of the rock and winch should be 3–5 m in order to be able to work efficiently. 

‐ The vertical fixation can be done on house walls (urban operations) as well as on rock
faces.

Now you can begin the recovery operation. When the rope is stretched it will coil on the
winch. While a rescuer guides and slightly stretches the rope coming out of the self‐tailing
and sends it back in the rest plate tab through a snap link making sure it does not tangle
nor is trampled on, one or more operators operate the hand lever for the rescue. The
dropping operation is carried out by sliding the rope on the drum. The dropping speed
depends on the number of turns on the drum and on the tension of the rope. During the

NATO MOUNTAIN WARFARE CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

Fig 5 – Anchor with Vehicle
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dropping operations it may be advantageous to take off the right hand lever (mind where
you put it) to make the operations which will follow on this side easier, considering that
limited tugs can be made only with the left hand lever.

Each rescue team should be equipped with ropes which are long enough; anyway it is
possible to pass the jointing knot of two ropes on the Ortles winch during both the re‐
covery and the dropping.
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Fig 6 – Summary of Stelvio Fishing Pole System (Poldo Tackle/ Winch System/ Rest Plate)
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Summary

The EPRC is a multinational organisation made up
of seven Nations: Belgium, France, Germany, Italy,
Netherlands, Spain and United Kingdom, based at
the of Poggio Renatico Airbase (Ferrara, Italy). The
Centre deals with all the issues related to Personnel
Recovery (PR), that is the recovery of persons iso‐
lated in a hostile environment, regardless of their
military or civilian status, be they diplomats, jour‐
nalists, volunteers, regular citizens, or servicemen
from any coalition‐belonging Nation. 

The EPRC is mainly acting through its Permanent
Staff, strong of 16 Subject Matter Experts in the field
of PR, which receive Direction and Guidance from a
Steering Group and a Working Group composed of
MNs representatives.

Mission

The Mission of the Centre is “To improve the four phases of Personnel Recovery (Prepa‐
ration, Planning, Execution and Adaptation) by developing / harmonising PR Policy, Doc‐

The european personnel recovery 
centre (EPCR)15

Speaker and author:
Petrick Blank
- Branch Head EPRC
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trine and Standards through clear lines of communications with partners / stakeholders
(nations and international organisations) and provide assistance in support of Education
and Training, Courses / Exercises, and operations as required.”

The EPRC's Vision is to serve as a recognised hub for PR expertise in Europe. Since its
foundation in 2015, beyond the Education & Training activities carried out for its Member
Nations, the Centre has achieved wide recognition from both NATO and the EU. In 2018
the EPRC was recognised by NATO as a Partnership Training and Education Centre (PTEC)
after Italy, as the Host Nation, applied for this status on behalf of the seven Member Na‐
tions. Furthermore, in 2020, EPRC was appointed by the European Union Military Train‐
ing Group (EUMTG) as Personnel Recovery Discipline Leader for military training in the
European Union, a milestone that further contributed to the concretisation of the EPRC's
founding vision.

What do we do?

In addition to representing a point of reference
for all matters concerning PR, the Centre is the
provider of widely‐recognised individual and col‐
lective training opportunities held regularly in
many locations around Europe. The two flagship
activities are the Air‐Centric PR Operatives
Course (APROC), a yearly Livex Course aimed at
educating Rescue Mission Commanders of a PR
Task Force, and the Joint PR Staff Course, which focuses on educating the PR‐related el‐
ements within the Command and Control (C2) structures. 

The Centre also fulfils the task of supporting NATO and the EPRC Member Nations for
exercises, and, on request, providing operational assessment and Lessons
Identified/Lessons Learned to permanently improve the PR system.

SSLWG

Originating from other PR activities conducted at the European Air Group before the
EPRC's foundation, the EPRC is also holding the Chairmanship of the SERE School Lead‐
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(Task Force)
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ers’ WG (SSLWG). Currently, the WG has expand from the 7 original members to 22 Na‐
tions,that come together in May and November every year to: 
‐ Exchange and share knowledge and best practices in the field of SERE;
‐ Share and provide information on training opportunities (worldwide and in various

environments); 
‐ Support to NATO STANAG custodians.

The Chairman, head of the EPRC’s SERE Branch, acts as the hub for all the participants,
providing coordination and favouring communication to build trusted relations among
all members.

Partners and Links

The EPRC maintains strong links to other organisations dealing with PR. These include:
NATO, EUMS, EDA, USA JPRA, FRA CASPOA, TLP, JAPCC and others.  This strong network
allows the Centre to address the PR community efficiently and contributes to its inter‐
operability effort, aimed at offering a seamless PR coordination platform in Europe.

In conclusion, we are proud to contribute to the building of an essential capability, needed
by all and where interoperability is paramount, whose mission can be summarised this way: 

For further information, please visit: www.EPRC.it, or contact us on at: info@eprc.it

NATO MOUNTAIN WARFARE CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
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Concept of the annual nato mountain warfare congress

According to the general task of a Centre of Excel‐
lence (COE) given by the Military Committee Mem‐
orandum (MCM)‐236‐03: “[…] a COE offers recognized
expertise and experience within a defined subject matter
area to the benefit of the Alliance […]”. As one form of

doing this, the NATO MW COE created, in 2017, a concept to conduct an annual NATO Moun‐
tain Warfare Congress by selecting a special theme of Mountain Warfare and providing the
Community of Interest (COI) with knowledge and experiences at the level of recognized
scientists and figure heads with real‐life experience. The topic of the 3rd NATO Mountain
Warfare Congress was “(Joint) Personnel Recovery in Mountainous Terrain”. As part of the
congress the different features and aspects affecting Personnel Recovery in mountainous

Concept, facts and figures 16

Authors:
Mitja Ban, Ivan Ermenc
(NATO MW COE/ SVN)
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Fig 1 – The Conceptual approach of the 3rd NATO MW Congress
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adverse terrain were emphasized by speakers who were deeply involved in real life cases.
Furthermore the topic was enriched by findings and knowledge from science and doctrines
and a practical field trip presentation which showed an international solution to a Personnel
Recovery problem in mountainous terrain. The features were approched in an orographic
top down principle that means starting from Broad Peak and going down to the subterrain
field of operation in caves in mountainous terrain.

Opening of the 3rd nato mw congress

The 3rd NATO Mountain Warfare Congress was opened by the Director General of De‐
fence Policy of Slovenia, Mr. Uros Zorko, and also the Brigadier General Ilmars Lejins from
the Allied Command Transformation (ACT) spoke a greeting words as starting point for
this years´ Congress and topic. Both highlighted the importance of the topic and under‐
lined the congress and the topic had a high level of perception and significance at national
and international level. 

Poster session

The goal of the poster session at this congress was to create a set of compelling images that
summarize a challenge or topic for the lectures and for further discussion. The set was an
“accompanying act” to set the cognitive impulse for the ideas pursued in the congress.

NATO MOUNTAIN WARFARE CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

Fig 2 – Uros Zorko; Director General of 
Defence Policy of Slovenia

Fig 3 – Brigadier General Ilmars Lejins, ACT

Fig 4 to 6 – Impressions of the poster session
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Lectures

The basic ambition of the congress was to provide the community of interest with recog‐
nized deeper knowledge and real life expertise in the field of (Joint) Personnel Recovery
and Rescue in mountainous environment.Through the lectures a suitable combination of
science and practice as well as a mix of military and civilian points of view was targeted.
For this vision, eleven recognized speakers from seven different nations shared their
knowledge and experience, thus enabling the participants to update, adapt or enhance
their own knowledge within their real‐life responsibility as military decision maker.
Through the lectures plenty of impulses were given how to manage Personnel Recovery
in different features of mountainous terrain.  

Field trip

A special highlight was the field trip with a live hands‐on demonstration in a static and a
dynamic display. The dynamic presentation involved the tactical activity of a stability sce‐
nario: an international patrol (DEU/SVN/GBR) was ambushed by hit‐and‐run tactics and
after controlling the situation a wounded soldier had to be rescued from a 50m deep
mountain gorge in very difficult mountainous terrain. The patrol leader, SFC Kolbl (MW
COE), decided his team would conduct this by their own means under own protection.
As part of the tactical scenario, the state‐of‐the‐art means of combining high‐tech assets
with conventional Mountain Warfare skills was practiced. Thus, locating the injured sol‐
dier and the overwatching of the enemy situation was carried out by the use of a small 
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Fig 9 – Construction of the crane system Fig 10 – CASEVACsupporter

Fig 7 – Situation brief for the spectators. Fig 8 – Multinational patrol clears the situation
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drone. Based on the achieved situational overview, the patrol leader decided to conduct
a CASEVAC and ordered his team to construct a crane‐system in order to lift the wounded
soldier in a safe and comfortable way to a safe place. After the injured person was brought
to the medic team, an infusion was needed. The patrol leader called to the Command Post
for this and it was brought across this rough compartmentalized mountainous terrain by
a flying supporter (Rocket Man) in an extremely rapid way, well adapted to the terrain. 

Participants

Representatives from 14 countries (Austria, Belgium, Canada, Croatia, Germany, Italy, the
Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the
United States of America)  participated in the congress representing different commands
and units, MW training and educational institutions, mountaineering organizations and
industry companies.  In total the congress was attended by 75 international participants.

NATO MOUNTAIN WARFARE CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

Fig 11 – Delivery of infusion and
medicine by flying supporter
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Industry day

The NATO MW COE makes a great effort to constantly monitor the newest products, tech‐
nologies and developments in in the field of mountain warfare, in order to explore solu‐
tions or alternatives to current limitations and future opportunities in the field of
mountain warfare. To ensure a scientific approach and obtain relevant results of the proj‐
ects, the NATO MW COE closely cooperates with both industry and academia. In this con‐
text, an Industry Day was organized as a part of the 3rd Mountain Warfare Congress.
During the Industry Day, the below mentioned companies presented their state‐of‐the‐
art products and exchanged information with the Congress attendees, both military as
well as civil organizations. On this occasion, eleven domestic and foreign companies par‐
ticipated in the event, with static and dynamic displays respectively. Below is the list of
the participating companies and their business profile.
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The company is passionate about manufacturing footwear! Based in Slovenia, in a pristine natural
environment surrounded by forests, ALPINA is a brand name that guarantees high-quality crafts-
manship, unconventional solutions, and functional design. Among its many product ranges, ALPINA
is globally best known as the first choice of Olympic and World Cup winners in cross-country skiing
races. However, the top knowledge and standards needed to meet champions’ expectations are
integrated into all of the company’s sports and fashion footwear, spreading ALPINA’s flair across
the globe. Their main military products are boots tailor-made for a variety of terrains and climate
conditions. 

An Austrian company which has pursued a common goal every day for decades: the permanent,
innovative and performance-oriented further development of insulated clothing and equipment 
by professionals for professionals. The company’s clothing and equipment not only offer protection
and security but can also be extremely im-
portant for survival in dangerous situa-
tions. 

Its military programme offers a vast spec-
trum of clothing and equipment suitable
for all kinds of military operations in harsh
climatic conditions. 

Seebachstrasse 11-13 • A 9871 Seeboden • Austria
T. +43 4762 5101 - 0 • E. office@carinthia.eu • www.carinthia.eu

Strojarska ulica 2 • 4226 Žiri • Slovenia
T. +386 4 51 58 000 • E. alpina@alpina.si • www.alpina.si
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This company is a global market leader with an es-
tablished reputation in specialized, fixed-wing
small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) manufac-
turing and services. Besides systems integration,
the company has developed avionics and propri-
etary, secure and adaptable mesh communication
systems as well as the capability to integrate its
systems with unmanned air traffic management
and C4ISR solutions. In 2020, C-ASTRAL became a
member of the world's leading provider of industrial
drone solutions the Terra Drone Corporation.

Domel is a global development supplier of electric motors, vacuum motors, blowers and compo-
nents. The company is a driving market force in several key technology areas such as universal
vacuum motors, brushless DC blowers, and brushless DC motors, including ultra-premium efficient
permanent magnet synchronous motors.
Domel is a development leader in the
vacuum motor market. Together with the
company Cult, Domel is shifting its ef-
forts to the development of electric bicy-
cles. Domel will supply its own developed
electric motor, and Cult will take care of
the development and assembly of the
bikes. Electric bikes are becoming in-
creasingly embedded in military service
and the military community.

Mirce 26 • 5270 Ajdovščina • Slovenia
T. +386 5 850 08 40 • E. sales@ic-astral.com • www.c-astral.com

Otoki 21 • 4228 Železniki • Slovenia
T. +386 4 51 17 100  • E. info@domel.com • www.domel.com
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Elan is one of the most innovative global sports products brands. The company is a Slovenian-
based producer and supplier of sporting equipment and technically advanced composite compo-
nents. Elan has four divisions competing on a global basis. Its winter division manufactures
high-end technical skis and snowboards under both the Elan brand and as an OEM manufacturer.
Marine division produces well-regarded performance sailing yachts ranging in size of up to 50 feet.
The Advanced Sporting Equipment division, Elan In-
venta, provides technical seating solutions for large
arenas and other venues around the world. The
Composites Division, Elan Wind Power, is the
youngest division of the Elan Group founded in
2009, whose initial focus was on producing ad-
vanced composite parts for the wind power industry.
From the mountain warfare aspect, ELAN is espe-
cially known for its fully functional, folding, all-moun-
tain ski which is a piece of indispensable equipment
in the majority of the military mountain units.

Begunje na Gorenjskem 1 • 4275 Begunje na Gorenjskem • Slovenia
+386 4 53 51 101 • info@elan.si • www.elan.si

Gravity Industries designs, builds and flies Jet Suits, pioneering a new era of human flight. The
company, which is scaling towards an International Race Series, was founded to challenge per-
ceived boundaries in human aviation and to inspire others to dare to ask “What if?”. Founder and
Chief Test Pilot, Richard Browning, leveraged cutting edge technology to reimagine human flight,
forging an elegant partnership between mind, body and machine. 
From defining a new era in human aviation
to pioneering developments in technology
and engineering, Gravity’s relentless drive
for progress runs through every aspect of
the business.

Augmenting the body and mind with a suite
of patented technologies to enable unpar-
alleled human flight, is just one way Gravity
have achieved the ground-breaking success
being witnessed today.

gravity.co
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Intersocks Group is a market-leading designer, manufacturer and distributor of private label and
branded engineered technical socks used for sports, active leisure and specialist markets. Its mis-
sion is to provide global businesses operating within the sports, outdoor, fashion and medical ap-
parel industries with the highest quality hosiery and first-layer solutions, in order to create
successful and marketable products that in-
crease client profit.

Reska Cesta 29 • 1330 Kocevje • Slovenia
T. +386 1 893 98 00 • www.intersocks.com

MIL Sistemika develops and sells commercial off the shelf products in the area of military command
& control, communications and training and simulation products. MIL Sistemika focuses on military
and SAR software production. MIL Sistemika Command &
Control software, covers all levels from the individual sol-
dier to the top (planning) levels of the military command
structure, including sensor and weapons integration, GIS
navigation and mapping system, communications suits,
and integrated training tools. 

Its COMMS2 is a hardware abstraction layer providing con-
nectivity among different military communication equip-
ment and networks. The company’s rugged IT products are
for use in demanding environments, where durability and
functionality are of decisive importance.

Zemljemerska 10 • 1000 Ljubljana • Slovenia
T. +386 1 438 24 45 • milsistemika.com
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Starting with cords and straps in the mid-70s, today the company lead the way in the most inno-
vative protective garment out there. Its products meet the standards, do their job flawlessly and
look good doing it. The company vast programme offers a variety of products for military purposes. 

It includes the “Smartwear” programme
which includes the sensor-equipped suits
and the “Sniper” collection, which offers
complete ballistic protection, lightweight
ergonomic optimization, and many de-
tailed features tailored for police and mili-
tary work.

Prevent & Deloza d. o. o. 
Kosova ulica 14 • 3000 Celje • Slovenia
T. +386 (0)3 428 0850 • E. info@prevent-deloza.si • www.prevent-deloza.si/

Skylabs is a space-technology oriented company providing miniaturized on-board data handling
solutions and an innovative approach to space engineering. SkyLabs is primarily focuses on high-
tech tailor-made solution development, including fault tolerant hardware and software develop-
ment, digital signal processing, radiation
hardened by design IP core development,
fast prototyping, and space/ground seg-
ment communication. The company pro-
vides services and technology solutions
for the most demanding terrestrial and
aerospace applications. By following the
latest technology trends the company pro-
vide innovative solutions with a proactive
and creative design approach.

SkyLabs d.o.o.
Zagrebška cesta 104 • 2000 Maribor • Slovenia
T: +386 59 338 890 • info@skylabs.si • www.skylabs.si
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Skylotec is one of the leading manufacturers of Personal Fall Protection Equipment and safety sys-
tems for sports and industry. Besides a wide range of fall protection products, it offers intensive
advice and services but also an international
training program from the Vertical Rescue Col-
lege. This combination of expertise in the indus-
try and technical knowledge in mountaineering
constantly leads to new innovations to benefit
users - whether at work or during their leisure
time. SKYLOTEC offers a wide range of Personal
Fall Protection Equipment (PPE) and products for
permanent fall protection: harnesses, powered
rope ascenders, ropes, carabiners, abseiling and
rescue equipment, fall arresters, horizontal an-
chor systems, climbing protection ladders, an-
chor points, protective clothing and much more.

SKYLOTEC GmbH
Im Mühlengrund 6-8 • 56566 Neuwied • Germany
Fon +49 (0)2631 9680-0 • www.skylotec.com

The Logistics Directorate provides logistical support to the Ministry and performs duties related to
defence technology, research and development, and co-operation in the area of defence technol-
ogy. It deals with issues related to military industry and performs testing and evaluation of military
equipment and armaments. It implements equipping programmes and projects, executes orders,
receives materiel and services, and performs warehousing operations and the sale of movable
property. 

The Directorate also carries out duties in
the field of defence standardisation and
codification of material resources, activ-
ities related to the management and
records of real estate and to property
rights for real estate and its land registry
status, and maintains the real estate of
the Ministry.

REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIA

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

LOGISTIC DIRECTORATE

ARMAMENT DIVISION



Rafael Kolbl

“MW skills and technology are not rivals, they work 
complementary”

Sabrina Grillitsch

“Minus 35 degrees does not forgive any mistake”

Andrzej Tomczak, PhD

“Sleep deprivation reduces human motor abilities (oordina-
tion)  enormously”

Reinhold Ramesberger 

“Books provide knowledge -  experience provides deep 
knowledge- learning from the experience of others 
shortens the own way to experience.”

Prof. Markus Tannheimer, PhD

Decrease of Endurance Performance (V02 max): above 1500
m 10 % every 1000 m of altitude gain.

Andreas Wolf

“The approach to order sections for the expert-teams from
different nations prooved to be suitable.”
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Theme: different perspectives
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Uroš Rošker

“In case of fear, speaking is firstly affected.”

Steven Holland

“Intelligence information is basic but situation on the spot
may appear different.”
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Experts from science and practice shared information and experience from different
points of view and a depth that is not normally reached during military training and ed‐
ucation. The participants had an opportunity to be briefed also with speakers' emotional
experience faced during rescue and recovery missions. The Congress as a platform offered
the opportunity to combine knowledge and experience from a range of experts, thus en‐
hancing the participants’ individual range and level of competencies in their own field of
responsibility in this high‐interest area. Furthermore the technological state of the art
concerning useful products correlated with the topic Personnel Recovery was shown in
an impressive way. A Great hand goes to the participants, the speakers, the presenters
and the industry companies.  For sure, the congress provided impulses how Personnel
Recovery can be approached in mountainous terrain but at the end of the day every mil‐
itary leader has to decide within his field and level of responsibility. 

Media perceptions:

- https://www.instagram.com/reel/CU4Yf8VD4bh/?utm_medium=share_sheet

- https://www.hardthoehenkurier.de/index.php/news/9-news/3177-3rd-nato-mountain-warfare-
congress-personnel-recovery-in-mountainous-terrain

- https://www.gov.si/en/news/2021-10-20-3rd-nato-mountain-warfare-congress-personnel-recovery-
in-mountainous-terrain/

- https://www.volontar.net/novica.php?pid=771

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PF-rUC11wWs

Conclusions
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Poljče 27
SI-4275 Begunje na Gorenjskem
Slovenia

Phone: +386 4 532 3610
E-mail: info@mwcoe.org
www.mwcoe.org
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